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''Ainsi, lorsque Mermoz, pour la première fois, franchit

l'Atlantique Sud en hydravion, il aborda vers la tombée

du jour, la région du Pot-au-Noir. Il vit, en face de

lui, se resserer. de minute en minute, les queues de

tornades comme on voit se bâtir un mur, puis la nuit

s'établir sur ses préparatifs, et les dissimuler. Et quand

une heure plus tard, il se faufila sous les nuages, il

déboucha dans un royaume fantastique."

''Terre des Hommes"

Antoine de Saint-Exupéry, J939
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Abstract

European seasonal weather has a first-order influence upon a wide range of natural and socio¬

economic factors. Whereas daily weather is dynamically linked to the day-to-day evolution

of mesoscale disturbances, seasonal weather is statistically linked to the prevailing phase of

planetary-scale patterns. The present study combines, and builds upon, aspects of these two

statements and examines in particular the relat ionships between climatic planetary-scale pat¬

terns, daily subsynoptic structures, and precipitation signatures.

The focus is on the dynamical processes that trigger the development of rain-bearing mesoscale

weather systems over the North Atlantic and Europe. Thus the emphasis is neither upon weather

systems themselves nor on aspects of their internal dynamics, but on the large-scale processes

that influence their initiation. The working hypothesis is that these triggering processes are

closely linked to the daily and climatic structure of the upper-tropospheric flow. This hypothe¬
sis is prompted by both theoretical considerations and empirical indicators.

Key questions underlying the present study include : What influences European weather on the

monthly time-scale? Are there dominant recurrent patterns in the upper-troposphere whose

interannual variability relates to that of European seasonal weather? On the synoptic-scale

and/or on the planetary-scale? What is the influence of the NAO and the PNA pattern, and

arc there other patterns that could be significant for Europe?

The strategy pursued comprises : - (i) the examination of the physical link between European
weather systems and upper-tropospheric structures, i.e. so-called stratospheric intrusions or

upper-level potential vorticity (PV) anomalies; (ii) the diagnostic and statistical identification

of the key factors of upper-troposphcric variability; (iii) the dynamical interpretation of the

results in view of an increased understanding of European seasonal weather i.e. weather regimes
and precipitation. Data sources are ECMWF T106 and NCEP T63 re-analysis fields for the PV

and CMAP for the precipitation.

In the first part, the link wcather-systcms/upper-tropospheric flow is established physically and

empirically. Physically, stratospheric intrusions are related to the PV concept and midlatitude

weather-system dynamics, and empirically the shape, location and frequency of stratospheric
intrusions over Europe is related to (1) events of heavy precipitation events on the Alpine south-

side and (2) monthly-means of Alpine precipitation for January/April/October in the period
L980-1995.

The second part is devoted to the examination of upper-tropospheric variability. Several com¬

plementary aspects are considered: daily time-scale (synoptic-scale development of a heavy pre¬

cipitation precursor-type PV-streamer) and monthly time-scale (January/April/October 1980-

1995) from both diagnostic and statistical approaches. Dynamical quantities considered include

monthly means of PV (along with norms of the mean vector-gradient) on tropopause-transccting
isentropic surfaces, monthly variances of PV on that same surface, and monthly means of pre¬

cipitation.

vin



ABSTRACT ix

In particular, an examination is undertaken of the statistical link between intcrannual variations

of the northern hemispheric PV monthly distribution (on a tropopause-transccting isentropic

surface) and European precipitation. Results from a principal component analysis (PCA) of the

PV field indicates that in January the leading EOF's capture the PNA and NAO signatures

(1st and 2nd EOF resp.) and also yield a latitudinally-confined anomaly train (3rd EOF - here¬

after termed Mid-latitude Anomaly Train MAT) that has one major center over the North Sea.

Comparison of the foregoing pattern hiterannual variations (scores) with those of European

precipitation further indicates that, whereas the NAO-likc signature links with Scandinavian

precipitation, it is the MAT that exhibits a markedly strong correlation (r~0.83) with precipi¬

tation in the remainder of Europe. This MAT- precipitation relationship is also shown to apply

for April and October.

The third part provides a dynamical interpretation of the results which further evidences their

strong relevance in considering European weather regimes, and the intensity/geographical dis¬

tribution of monthly precipitation. Finally, consideration is given to the climatic implications
of the foregoing linkages between upper-tropospheric flow and European seasonal weather.



Résumé

Le temps et ses fluctuations au-dessus de l'Europe ont une influence déterminante sur de nom¬

breux facteurs naturels et socio-économiques. Alors que l'évolution du temps est physiquement
liée à celle de perturbations subsynoptiques, l'évolution du temps saisonnier est statistiquement

liée aux fluctuations de phases des patterns à échelle planétaire. C'est autour, et par combinai¬

son, de ces deux fondements que notre étude est construite; celle-ci examine eu particulier les

relations entre patterns planétaires, perturbations subsynoptiques, et précipitations.

Notre étude se concentre sur les processus dynamiques qui déclenchent le développement de

systèmes de perturbations au-dessus de l'Atlantique et de l'Europe. Ainsi, l'emphase n'est ni

sur les perturbations elles-mêmes ni sur certains aspects de leur dynamique interne, mais plutôt

sur les processus à grande-, et méso- échelle qui influencent leurs initiations. Notre hypothèse de

travail suppose que ces processus de déclenchement sont étroitement liés à la structure journalière

et saisonnière de la haute troposphère. Cette hypothèse repose à la fois sur des considérations

théoriques et indicateurs empiriques.

Les questions clé à l'origine de notre étude comprennent : Quels sont les facteurs qui influencent

le temps au-dessus de l'Europe à l'échelle mensuelle? Existe-t-il dans la haute-troposphère des

patterns dominantes et récurentes dont la variabilité interannuelle est reliée à celle du temps

saisonnier au-dessus de l'Europe? D'échelle synoptique? planétaire? Quelle est l'influence du

NAO (North Atlantic Oscillation) et de la PNA (Pacific North American) pattern, et existe-t-il

d'autres patterns qui pourraient être déterminantes pour l'Europe?

La stratégie adoptée s'articule en trois étapes : - (i) l'examen du lien physique entre systèmes de

perturbations et structures de la haute troposphère i.e. intrusions stratospheriques ou anomalies

de tourbillon potentiel (ci-après PV); (ii) l'identification diagnostique et statistique des fac¬

teurs clé de variabilité de la haute troposphère; (iii) l'interprétation physique des résultats dans

l'optique d'une compréhension accrue du temps saisonnier au-dessus de l'Europe (i.e. régimes
de temps et précipitations). Les bases de données sont pour la PV les champs de ré-analyses
ECMWF T213 et NCEP T63, et pour les précipitations le CMAP.

Dans la première partie, la relation entre perturbations et intrusions stratospheriques est établie

de manière théorique et empirique. Théoriquement. les intrusions stratospheriques sont reliées

au concept de la PV ainsi qu'à la dynamique des perturbations; empiriquement la forme,

l'emplacement, et la fréquence des intrusions au-dessus de l'Europe est reliée (1) à des événements

de précipitations intenses sur le flanc-sud des Alpes et (2) à des moyennes mensuelles de précipita¬
tion alpine pour Janvier. Avril et Octobre de 1980 à 1995.

La deuxième partie est consacrée à l'étude de la variabilité de la haute troposphère: Vari¬

abilité à l'échelle journalière d'un point de vue diagnostique (développement synoptique d'un

PV-streamer précurseur de précipitation intense) ainsi qu'à l'échelle mensuelle (Janvier, Avril,
Octobre de 1980 à 1995) cette fois d'un point de vue diagnostique et statistique. Les variables

dynamiques que nous examinons comprennent la moyenne mensuelle de PV (ainsi que la norme

x
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du vecteur-gradient de cette moyenne) sur une surface isentropique intersectant la tropopause,

la variance mensuelle sur cette même surface, et la moyenne mensuelle des précipitations.

Plus précisément, une étude statistique est menée du lien entre les variations interannuelles de

la distribution hémisphérique de PV (sur une surface isentropique intersectant la tropopause)
et les précipitations européennes. Une décomposition en composantes principales (PCA) du

champ de PV révèle que les deux premiers EOFs capturent la signature de la PNA et du NAO

et que le troisième EOF est composé d'un train d'anomalies confiné latitudinalement (ci-après
Mid-latitude Anomaly 'Train ou MAT) et qui possède un centre distinct au-dessus de la Mer du

Nord. Une comparaison entre les variations interannuelles des EOF's (scores) de PV et celles

des précipitations européennes indique que, alors que la pattern similaire au NAO corrèle avec

les précipitations Scandinaves, c'est le MAT qui possède une correlation particulièrement élevée

(r ~ 0.83) avec les précipitations au-dessus du reste de l'Europe. Il est également démontré que

la relation MAT/prccipitation est valide pour les mois d'avril et octobre.

La troisième partie fournit une interprétation dynamique des résultats et témoigne de leur

pertinence vis-à-vis des régimes de temps européens ainsi que de l'intensité et la distribu¬

tion géographique des précipitations mensuelles. Enfin, une attention particulière est donnée à

l'analyse des implications climatiques des relations dérivées, tout au long de cette étude, entre

haute troposphère et temps saisonnier européen.



Chapter 1

Introduction

European weather has a first-order influence upon a wide range of natural and socio-economic

factors (e.g. fresh-water resources, agriculture, tourism), and man's activities in general; aspects

related to the understanding of its long- or short-term variability, present and past, arc central

issues to world atmospheric research (CLIVAR 1995). Also the complexity of the Earth system

along with the potential vulnerability of its balance under anthropogenic influence adds to the

urge of increasing the physical understanding of the mechanisms dominating seasonal weather.

Whereas daily weather is dynamically linked to the day-to-day evolution of subsynoptic-scale

perturbations, seasonal weather (and climate) is statistically linked to the prevailing phases of

the large-scale patterns. Over the past decades, these two aspects of atmospheric variability

were often considered separately and the examination of their dynamical mechanisms led to the

formation of two main stream of studies where weather and climate were often regarded as two

individual entities.

The present study adopts a contrasted approach and combines aspects of daily weather and sea¬

sonal climate dynamics. It examines in particular the relationships between climatic planetary-

scale patterns, daily subsynoptic-scale structures, and resulting daily and monthly precipitation

signatures. In this introductory chapter, we first comment upon aspects of European weather-

variability and predictability, and then expose the aims and questions driving the present study.

1.1 European Seasonal Weather

1.1.1 Daily variability

Weather describes the instantaneous state of the atmosphere and in Ehirope, it is often charac¬

terized by the formation, amplification or decay of a subsynoptic/meso-scale disturbance. Its

surface signature takes the form of ubiquitous low-pressure systems and frorrts whose physical
manifestations include wind, temperature and precipitation signals. The type, intensity, loca¬

tion, geographical and temporal extent of these signals depend on the nature of the perturbation
itself and their daily variability (e.g. for precipitation heavy-to-modcratc rain, drizzle, hail, snow)
is a measure of the diversity that characterizes the evolution of individual disturbances.

Over the twentieth century, the scarh for the understanding of various dynamical aspects of

weather disturbances and extra-tropical cyclones in particular, formed a major spur for mete¬

orological research. The search for the understanding of cyclogenesis in particular led to the

emergence of two contrasting theories (Davies 1997) that emphasized respectively the influence

of the surface (cyclogenesis was perceived as an intrinsrc insiabilitv of the flow at an elongated
surface-front; Margules 1906, Bjerkness 1919. Bergeron 1928). and the influence of the upper-

level (cyclogenenesis was viewed as the tropospheric response to upper-level influence upon a

surface front; Margules 1904. Shaw 1914, Suteliffe (1939. 1917)). Two viewpoints that errcour-

1



2 Chapter t INTRODUCTION

Frg 1 1 The contrasted life-c\cle of an idealized c\ clone within different types of shear emnontncnt

îe no sheai (top panels) tvclomt baiotropic sheai (^0 210~Js~l middle panels), and antrtvclonic

barotropic sheai (—0 210 's"1 lower panels) as shown at da\ ~ 1 of a semigeostiophic /-plane simula¬

tion Left panels show tempeiatuu and pi essuie holds (isopkth inteivals 2 IK and 2 7hPa lesp ) and

right panels the relative \ortiat-\ distribution (m Coirohs paiametci (f) units) with cyclonic (antrcy

dome) regions darkei (blighter) Domain embiaccs 14640x7000km {from Shapiro et al J999 Wcrnh

1995)

aged to examine either featuies of the surface or of the upper-level, and that event ually drd - and

still do condrtron the analytical appioach adopted m meteorological studres and forecasting

practice

Whereas the availabrhty of surface \s upper-level observational data naturally favoured the de¬

velopment of the first vs the second of these tlreorres over the fust half oi the century, the second

half on the other hand saw a strong l ever sal of the situation with the first airborne measurements

and related-deductrons regardmg the three dimensional character ot cyclogenesis (Sutchffe 1939,

1947) Smce the early eighties numerous studres have demonstrated the dynamrcal srgmheance
of upper-level subsynoptic structures (Fig 3 1) and then influence upon weather-svstem and

surface development erther Irorrr a tlreorctical/rrumerital approach (eg Hoskrns et al 1985

Shapuo and Key sei L990 Davies et al 1991 Davis and Emmanuel 1991, Davies 1999 Fehhnann
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and Davies 1997, Fehlmann et al. 1999), or from an empirical approach (e.g. Hoskins and Berris-

ford 1988, Browning 1990, Appenzeller et al. 1996, Massacand et al. 1998; see also Section 3).

In addition, large-scale configurations of upper-tropospheric flow were shown to influence the

life-cycles of extratropical cyclorres (e.g. Simmons and Hoskins 1980; Hoskins 1990: Davies et

al. 1991; Thorneroft et al. 1993) with in particular numerical results from Wernli (1995) which

demonstrated the influence of environmental barotropic shear on idealized cyclone life-cycles

(Fig. 1.1). Building upon the latter result and their previous contention that different phasing

and/or meridional alignements of the arctic, polar and subtropical jet streams are accompanied

by different environmental shears (Shapiro and Donall-Grell 1994), Shapiro et al. (L999) further

evidenced the importance of planetary-scale preconditioning of the synoptic-scale environment

within which cyclones, frorrts, jet-streams and the tropopause evolve.

The latter results suggest a physical mechanism for slowly-evolving planetary waves to influ¬

ence the development of meso-scale extratropical cyclones; they further point to the multi-scale

influence of upper-tropospheric flow upon weather-system developments.

1.1.2 Interannual variability

On the average (typically ~ 30 years) seasonal weather presents some specific characteristics

that define European climate. European climate exhibits features akin to midlatitude (temper¬

ate) zones with a mean flow dominated by westerlies all year round and seasons characterized

by temperature contrasts (latitude dependent) rather than precipitation corrtrast (cf. tropical

rcgiorrs). Comparatively short periods of cyclonic weather conditions typically alternate with

longer periods of anticyclonic conditions possibly turning into "blocking".

On a year-to-year basis, European seasonal weather exhibits strong variability which reflects

upon temperature and precipitation distributions. In the past decades and century, several

studies (see references below) have evidenced the existence of large-scale atmospheric patterns

that connect to jet stream configurations and accompanying temperature and precipitation dis¬

tributions e.g. over North Atlantic/Europe and North Pacific/US. In the context of the present

study, we focus on two of those so-called teleconnection patterns (Angström 1935) : the North

Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) and the Pacific North American pattern (PNA) (Fig. 1.2).

• The North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) is the dominant pattern of the North Atlantic (Walker
1924, Wallace and Gutzlcr 1981, Barnston and Livezey 1987); it is characterized by a north-

south dipole wdiose amplitude - measured by the difference of normalized sea-level pressure

between Porrta Delgada (Azores) and Stykkisholmur (Iceland) - defines the NAO index (Hur-
rell 1995). Monthly index values derive from the difference of monthly SLP anomalies. These

are calculated relative to the long-term (1865-1981) monthly mean and normalized by di¬

vision by the long-term standard deviation (station data from the World Monthly Surface

Station Climatology1).
From a dynamical standpoint, the sign of the NAO index (or phase) connotes specific loca¬

tion/intensity of the North Atlantic jet-stream and storm track and hence specific features

of heat and moisture transport, ddie latters result in distinctive distributions of tempera¬
ture and precipitation over Scandinavia, the Mediterranean area and North-western Africa

(Walker and Bliss 1932, van Loon and Rogers 1978. Rogers and van Loon 1979, Lamb and

Peppier f987, Hurrell 1995). It is relevant to note here that however extensively studied the

NAO and its forcing mechanisms are still comparatively poorly understood. In this study

aspects of the NAO phenomenon are explored from an original approach that challenges
some of the preconceived ideas.

sec http.//www scd.ucar edu/dss/data»sets/tls570 0 html



Chapter 1. INTRODUCTION

Pacific North American North Atlantic Oscillation

Fig. 1.2: The Pacific North American (PNA) pattern (left pand) and the North Atlantic Oscillation

(right panel) as identified by means oi orthogonal lotated principal component analysis (RPC V) of

January-mean 700-hPa heights m the period 1950-1984 (from Baniston and Lmezey 1987).

• The Pacific North American (PNA) is the dominant telecorrnection pattern associated with

changes in the sea-surface temperatures over the tropical Pacific (ENSO cycles and the

Madden-Julian Oscillation (MJO): Walker 1924. Horel and Wallace 1981, Mo and Livezey

1986, Barnston and Livezey 1987. Trenbcrtlr 1998b). Its structure is characterized by a

mid-tropospheiic wave-train with prominent centers of alternating signs over the North Pa¬

cific and America, One measure of its amplitude is given by the North Pacific (NP) index

- area-weighted mean sea-level pressirre over the region [30° to 65 °N, 160 °E to 140 °W]
(Trenberth and Hurrell 1994).

Sea-surface temperatures in the equatorial Pacific yearly fluctuate between highs and lows

whose extremes are linked to the well-known warm (cold) southward current El Nino (La
Nina) that appears along the barren coasts of Peru and Ecuador around Christmas (Bjeik-
ness 1969). In the surface pressure, similar fluctuations or sec-saw can be identified across the

tropical Pacific2 that define the Southern Oscillation (Hildebrarrdsson 1897, Walker and Bliss

1932). These oceanic and atmospheric features are intimately lelated3 and together referred

to as ENSO (El Nino - Southern Oscillation; Philander 1990). Variations in the ENSO cycle

are associated with fluctuations in the location and intensity of significant energy-release in

the atmosphere that typically trigger a range of tropical (e g. El Nino associated with deficient

monsoonal rains over India) and extratiopical (teleconnectron patterns and accompanying
transient anomalies; Trenberth 1998b, Held et. al 1989) responses. As it appears, the prob¬

ability of occurence of the PNA irr one phase rather than the other is biased by ENSO events.

2hom Darwin (Australia) to Tahiti

Strong atmosphere-ocean interactions ottm m the tropics wheio the vanishing Conohs force allows basm-widc

longitudinal oscillation-modes to develop and get trapped in the \icmitv of the equator
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From a dynamical standpoint, the PNA is similarly to the NAO associated with specific jet
stream location/intensity, storm track, heat and moisture transport features (Trenberth and

Hurrell 1994, Lin and Derome 1997). However these regard the Eastern Pacific/North Amer¬

ican sector and consistently some PNA-precipitation (or ENSO-precipitation) relationships

were identified over North America in the past (Ropelewski and Halpert (1986, 1987, 1989);
Lau and Sheu 1988: Halpert and Ropelewski 1992). With regard to Europe, the Middle East

and other parts of the world, a possible influence of the PNA/ENSO appears less detectable

and at any rate more tenuous (Fraedrich 1994. Fraedrich and Müller 1994, Rodo et al. 1997,
Price et al. 1998). The latter feature could relate to both an incomplete depiction of the PNA

pattern downstream of the Pacific/North American sector, and to the combination of several

pattern influences outside of the very same sector. Some of these aspects arc investigated in

the subsequent chapters.

1.1.3 Predictability

In 1959, Bergeron described the path to prediction as a combination of progressive steps into the¬

ory, observations, analysis, diagnosis and eventually physical understanding. Major progress en¬

sued following this approach that led to the emergence of numerical weather prediction (NWP).
The latter made use for the first time of dynamical methods to produce deterministic predictions

(i.e. it replaced empirical extrapolations by dynamical prédictions based on physical laws), and

was thereby a revolution.

The good performance of NWP models is demonstrated in our daily lives by the reliability of the

forecasts provided by weather services. However this reliability drops substantially beyond 4-5

days and is virtually inexistant beyond ten (Eadv 1949). This feature relates to the non-linear

nature of the atmosphere which chaos theory emphasized ami which pointed out the "possible

impossibility'' of predicting weather fluctuations beyond two weeks.

However, there is some indicatiorr that lower-frequerrcy variations exist in the atmosphere in

connection to larger-scale motions and time-scales of the order of one month. The persistence
of weather patterns in midlatitudes is linked to the existence of quasi-stable circulation regimes

(Namias 1948) whose forcing mechanisms are still poorly understood. As a result, climatic re¬

search typically approaches numerical prediction in the form of probabilistic ensemble prediction.
The former uses coupled ocean-land-atmospherc models and is referred to as dynamical seasonal

prediction (DSP) models. Nevertheless climatic predictions have a large improvement margin

(sec Palmer and Anderson 1994, Trenberth 1997), greatly because of partial understanding of

the key climatic patterns and mechanisms in the atmospheric/oceanic system.

Whereas weather is more influenced by initial conditions, climate is by boundary conditions; in

this respect it is noteworthy that processes related to land or sea-surface boundary conditions

(e.g. SST's, soil wetness, snow) can influence the structure of atmospheric flow in a sustained

manner and are hence likely to be significant predictors for long-range weather forecasts.
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1.2 Aims of this study

The primary objectives of the World Climate Research Programme (WCRP 1998) are (1) the

long-range weather prediction over periods of several weeks and (2) the interannual variability

of the global atmosphere arrd the tropical oceans over periods of several years4. In the present

study we examine aspects of atmospheric dynamics that arc relevant to both of the WRCP

objectives. Complementary approaches (theory, diagnosis, statistics) combine to investigate
the physical mechanisms that account for the specificities and interannual variability of North-

Atlantic/European seasonal weather. Key underlying questions include:

• What triggers the development of subsynoptic rain-bearing weather-systems, and of heavy

precipitation events in particular?

• What influences the frequency of occurence of weather-systems on the monthly time-scale

(January, April, October) ?

• Are there dominant recurrent patterns in the upper-troposphere whose inter-annual variabil¬

ity relates to that of European seasonal weather? on 1 he synoptic-scale? on the planetary-

scale?

• What is the influence of the NAO and the PNA pattern, and arc there other patterns that

could be significant for Europe?

In this study, the focus is not on the dynamical processes involved in the evolution of weather

systems but on those that trigger their development i.e. on the meso-scale, synoptic-scale, and

planetary-scale processes that influence their initiation and hence the formation of precipita¬

tion. This is the essence of our approach which gives large emphasis to the structure of upper-

tropospheric flow on synoptic/planetary-scale and its relationship to daily/monthly precipita¬

tion. In Fig. 1.3, some pattern samples are presented of the typical geographical domain arrd

dynamical fields considered throughout this study. It is the physical understanding of these

patterns structure, inter-relationships and interannual variability that forms the main objective

of this study.

The time periods considered are January, April and October from 1980-1995, representative of

the winter, spring and autumn season. The monthly time-scale (~ 30 days) was selected in view

of the two-fold insight that it provides irrto weather and climate i.e. into seasonal weather.

The physical soundness and relevance of the foredescribed approach is commented upon in

Chapter 3 where the relationship between weather-system initiation arrd structure of the upper-

tropospheric flow is examined from both theoretical and empirical point of views. This follows

Chapter 2 that presents the basic notions, data arrd tools and preceds Chapters 4 & 5 that

examine aspects of upper-tropospheric variability on several (and complementary) time- and

space-scales: daily (case-study of a heavy-precipitation event, Section 4.1) and monthly (Jan¬

uary/April/October 1980-1995: Section 4.2 and Chapter 5): synoptic- and planetary-scale pat¬

terns (over North Atlantic/Europe) from a diagnostic approach (Section 4.2), and planetary-scale

patterns (over Northern Hemisphere) from both diagnostic and statistical (PCA) approaches.
A physical interpretation of the results is provided in Chapter 6 with a focus on their relation¬

ship with European seasonal weather. Finally, summary and concluding remarks are drawn in

Chapter 7.

4thc thud and final objective regards the lotrgteim variations and the response ot planetaiy-scalc climate to

natural or man-made forcing factors over penods of several decades
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January 1984

Mom PV§320K

\

January 1989

Moan P\ UPOK

Fig l 3- Monthly distnhutious of nortliern homispheiu potential voituitv (P\ ) at 320 k (upper panels),
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Chapter 2

Basic Notions, Data, and Tools

2.1 Potential Vorticity - Definition

pf=(?»+/)
(-.4

Of fundamental importance to this work is the meteorological variable potential vorticity (PV)

(Rossby 1940). Defined in terms of isentropic coordinates1, the latter takes the form (Ertel

1942)
d()\

>/

where 0 is potential temperature, p is pressure, arrd g is the gravitational constant; £# is the

vertical component of relative vorticity evaluated on a Ö-surface and /' that of the planetary

vorticity.

There are two physical principles that prompt the use of PV for studying the dynamical be¬

haviour of the atmosphere :

(i) the Lagrangian conservation of potential vorticity under adiabatic, frictionless and hydro¬

static conditions

DqPV
=

Dt~

where jft stands for the material rate of change on a ^-surface.

(ii) the Invertibility concept (Kleinschmidt 1950) which states that under specified balance

conditions (gcostrophic. thermal wind or some more accurate balarrce), a knowledge of the global
distribution of PV together with the surface distribution of potential temperature is sufficient

to deduce diagnostically the complete dynamic struct uro of the flow (e.g. wind, pressure arrd

temperature fields).

In Section 3, consideration is given to the physical understanding and dynamical significance of

PV in connection with stratospheric intrusions in particular.

2.2 Data Sources

The main variables analysed in the subsequent chapters are potential vorticity and precipitation.
These are obtained from data sets of différent resolution depending on the time-scale and geo¬

graphical domain under consideration (rrote that these are complementary and interconsisterrt).

Below, each data set is described following a similar sequence : model/observation type, hori¬

zontal/vertical resolution, temporal resolution, technical details, and references.

'i.e. coordinates of potential temperature

8
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2.2.1 Potential Vorticity

ECMWF

The PV is calculated from the re-analysis fields (ERA) of the T106/L31 operational global
weather prediction model of the European Center for Medium-range Weather Forecast (ECMWF)
over 1980-1993 (arrd from T213/L31 over 1994-1997). The horizontal and vertical resolution are

respectively <~~d
°

and ~25hPa at tropopause levels with output fields produced at 00 UTC, 06

UTC, 12 UTC and 18 UTC: the vertical levels are hybrid model levels. The fields are derived

from an analysis-initialisation-forecast cycle that combines - within a ±3 hour-time window -

a comprehensive set of observational data2 (see Gibson 1996 and Simmons L991 for details and

Trenberth 1995 for discussion).

NCEP

This data set is based on the re-analysis fields of the T62/L28 garrssian sigma levels model of

the National Center for Environmental Prediction (NCEP), interpolated onto a T63 grid at 17

pressure levels3 in the vertical4. The horizontal resolut ion is ~1.86° and the vertical resolution

~50hPa at tropopause levels. Initially produced every 6 hours, selected fields such as the 3-D

wind components, geopotential height, temperature, and surface pressure are monthly averaged

(see Kalnay et al. 1996).

In the following chapters, potential vorticity (and wind) is derived from ECMWF data for

daily time-scales and/or over the North Atlantic/European domain, arrd from NCEP data on

monthly time-scales over the northern hemisphere. The PV monthly-mean fiefds involved in the

diagnostic and statistical study of the hemispheric planetary-scale PV (Chapter 5) are derived

from wind and temperature mean fields (NCEP monthly means) rather than from the time-

averaging of instantaneous PV fields (e.g. the monthly averaging of 6-hour ECMWF fields).
This has two main implications upon the derived PV fields : - (i) non-linear contribution to the

flow is not included and (ii) the vertical dinrension is defined in terms of pressure with a resolution

of ~ 50 IrPa. Although of significance to the st udy of meso-scale and synoptic-scale processes,

these two data specifities are not expected to affect the present study of the planetary-scale for

which (i) linear processes dominate and (ii) small-scale structures are negligible. Furthermore the

comparison for numerous months of means-derived PA' with 6-hour fields derived PV reveal little

structural difference in the northern hemispheric distribution of the PV (not shown). Overall

the strong interconsistency of the ECMWF and NCEP PV fields speaks for the reliability of the

PV data source and that, of the results subsequently derived from them.

2.2.2 Precipitation

Alpine Climatology - Frei and Schär

The precipitation climatology for the Alpine region is based on an expensive dataset of rain-gauge
observations from the operational high-resolution networks of the Alpine countries (one of the

densest world-wide operational rain-gauge networks over complex topography). On average there

are approximately 5000 observations available daily, and this corresponds to a station spacing of

10-15 km. The climatology is derived from daily analyses of bias-uncorrected, quality-controlled
data for the 16-year period 1980-1995. Spatial analysis is used to interpolate the irregularly

2comprising e g surface stations, radiosondes, balloon and satellite soundings, drifting buovs and aircraft

'these are 1000, 925. 850, 700. 600, 500, 400. 300, 230. 200. 150. 100, 70. 30. 30. 20. and 10 hPa

4for further details sec http //www egd ucar cdti/cas/catalog/nmc/rearr/press/means html
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distributed station data onto a regular latitude-longitude grid (~ 0.3° west-east and~ 0.22°

north-sorrth). In this work use is made of the version 3.0 of the data set; a full description of

which is provided by Frei and Schär (1998).

CMAP

For the Atlantic-European sector, precipitation is derived tronr the Climate Prediction Center

(CPC) Merged Analysis of Precipitation (CMAP) T63 data set5 (Nie and Arkin 1996: 1997).
This set comprises monthly précipitai ion analyses with global coverage and improved quality

compared with the individual data sources. The arralvsis merges several kinds of individual data

sources including gauge-observations, a number of satellite estimates0, and the precipitation

forecast from the NCEP-NCAR re-analysis (Kalnay et al. 1996). The analysis is performed on

a 2.5° latitude-longitude grid; the gauge-based pari of the analysis is based on the interpolation
of quality-controlled observations from over 6700 stations globally, and in this respect Europe

is one of the best documented areas (note that the quality of the gauge-based analysis depends

primarily on the gauge network density, Rudolf et al. 1991: Nie and Arkin 1995).

2.3 Analysis Tools

2.3.1 Principal Component Analysis

In this work, statistical methods are used to complement our dynamical study of mid-latitude

precipitation systems. These methods arc used to first identify the dominant patterns of flow

variability7 and second to support evidence of physically-based relationships between the de¬

rived patterns. The first step involves a principal component analysis (PCA). The second step

includes both the examination of the correlation between individual PCA's and, if physically

meaningful, a singular value decomposition (SVD) analysis of two selected fields to yield a syn¬

thetic picture. Below we provide the basic statistical background for the present study - both

in terms of theory and approach.

Historically, the first PCA applications to meteorological data go back to mid-century (e.g.
Wadsworth et al. 1948), Obukhov (1947, I960). Fukuoka 1951, Lorenz 1956, Holstrom 1963).
Increasing computer resources allured PCA prospects to be used to reduce data sets whilst

retaining the essence of the information (Kutzbach 1967) and an early application to océano¬

graphie data can be found in Trenberth (1975).

PCA (and SVD) offer a wide range of possibilities for studying specific aspects of the atmo¬

spheric/oceanic system on various time-scales and geographical domains. In the past 30 years,

flow variability with time-scales usually of the order of one month and variables such as mean

sea-level pressure, geopotential height and surface temperature have been studied extensively.

Examples include: the structure of the North Pacific SST field (e.g. Davis 1976); sea level

pressure, temperature and precipitation combined over lire North Pacific (Kutzbach 1967)
or Europe (Fraedrich et al. 1993): the relationship between the northern Pacific SST and at¬

mospheric geopotenlial height field (Wallace arrd Jiang 1987; Nanrias et al. 1988: Wallace et

al. 1990); relationships between northern hemispheric sea-level pressure and surface temper¬

ature over the US (Prohaska 1976); or between sea surface temperature and aspects of the

'also known as Xie-Arkm Product and foimeilv known as Global Piecipitation Climatology Project (GPC'P)
analyses (Rudolf et al 1994)

'""estimates inferred from satellite observations, included infrared (lb), outgoing longwave radration (OLP),
Micro-wave Sounding Unit (MSU), and microwave (M\V) scattering and emission from the SSM/T

'see caveats to POA below
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atmospheric circulation over the North Pacific (Wallace et al. 1992). PCA and SVD were also

applied to identify specific features of air-sea interactions (e.g. link of extratropical sea surface

temperature and atmospheric diabatic heating (O'Brien and Chassignet 1995 and Iwasaka and

Wallace 1995), further over North Atlantic (Peng 1996) and South Atlantic (Venegas 1997).
More recent SVD studies identified coupled patterns of 500hPa geopotential height and un¬

derlying SST's. involving also dynamical parameters such as storm tracks (Bresch and Davies

1999), aspects of the large-scale scale flow (e.g. Renwick and Wallace 1995) and its regional im¬

pact (e.g. Wichnann 1996; Widmann 1997). In addition, the SST forced atmospheric variability

in coupled and uncoupled GCM simulations has been assessed by application of SVD analysis

(O'Brien and Chassignet 1995: Ward and Navarra 1997).

Theory

Mathematically, a meteorological field can be viewed as a real, scalar field s(r, t) function of

position in space (r = x,y.z) and time (t). It can be separated into mean and anomaly compo¬

nents :

s(x,t) = 7<(x)+s{xJ)

where s(x) is the mean over a stipulated time period and s(x,t) the anomaly relative to the

mean at time t. Hence each point in space and time is associated with one anomaly value .s(x. t)
continuous in space and time.

In atmospheric science, typical data sets consist of several meterological fields measured (com¬

puted) at many locations (model grid points) on several occasions (time steps). In this study

they consist of fields evaluated/produced at N gridpoints on T occasions e.g. PV at every T63

grid points (N= 192x96x17) for every January in the 1980-1995 period (T=16). In other

words the data source is not continuous in nature but discrete, and the anomaly field .s(x, t)
takes on value only at the grid points x,

s(xut) =: s,(l) where K ( < X. and N number of gridpoints.

Such a discretized scalar field s(x.t) can be viewed as an N-dimensional vector

s(f) = (si(t), S2(0' • • • > sn{t)) where 1 < t < T, and Tnumber of timesteps

such that a typical data set yields - for one field - T vectors s(f) of dimension N.

Consider now one particular field (e.g. PV) interpolated onto one particular iso-surface (e.g.
the 320K isentrope). The physical dimension of the data goes down to two (x.y.z=l) and the

number of grid points reduces to that of one vertical level ( N = 192 x 96 x 1 ). Now neighbouring

gridpoints often have field values that correlate highly with one another. High correlation implies

that for 1 < t < T, s,(t) can be approximated as a linear combination of the neighbouring
. . .

, S,_2(f), bt-i{i), .S,41 (f). A,-t2(f). • • •

X

*»(0 ~ 12 5* s*o w>th h ¥ ° t°r one [ ^k ^ N

A-r i&

In other- words, the true dimension of the dataset is less than N arrd we can choose M s,(t) where

M may be substantially less than N. which convey virtually all the information contained in the

original N .s?(f).

There are two main strategies for finding such a set of M variables. The first is to choose a subset

of the original N variables. For instance in our example one might choose 10000 of the original
18 528 gridpoints which we believe to be représentative1 of the complete set. Although easy to
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perform, this method involves subjective decisions about the choice of reference grid-points and

results in a dramatic reduction of the data spatial-resolution.

The second strategy is to build a set of new variables from the original ones in such a way

that each of our selection of M variables is typically different from any of the original N, but is

constructed from them. We can thus produce geographical patterns ((x,y) contour maps) from

the linearly dependant grid-points i.e. M vector-patterns of dimension N; so that each grid point

is not regarded individually any more but as a part of a gridpoint entity. This second approach

has the potential advantage of achieving a large reduction in dimensionality without loosing any

substantial piece of information. PCA is the simplest of these variable-building techniques and

its simplicity lies in h s restriction to linear functions of the original variables (Bretherton et

al. (1992), Preisendorfcr (1988), Peixoto and Oort (1992). arrd Jolliffe (1986, 1990, 1993)).

Further if we identify a set of M hnearly-independent patterns p^, the fatter can be viewed as

a pseudo-basis (hereafter simply refered as "basis") of the time series 5(1), s(2),..., s(T) and the

anomaly field s(t) can be expanded (approximated for M < >nin(N,T)) as

M

s(0 := y^ o-k(t) Pk where lim s(t) = s(t)

The time series «*•(/) are called expansion coefficients or scores and correspond to the coordinates

of s(t) with respect to the basis pk- Their product defines a mode.

One objective of PCA is to find the optimum pk basis subject to the following criterion: recover

the maximum information (of the original time series) with the minimum number of patterns

(M <C N). This is equivalent to identifying the dominant statistical patterns of the flow spatial

variability. This also implies that the leading modes capture the essence of the variability, with

the expansion ideally capturing ~ 80 - 90% of the original data variability.

The optimization of the basis succeeds through a simple coordinate- transformation i.e. a change
from the original basis into the optimized one. Geometrically this operation can be viewed as a

re-orientation of the basis vectors. The T data vectors s(/) point from the origin of the vector

space 1RN, which represents the mean field (or mean data vector) s(x). In general this swarm

of points is not spread isotropically in space, but shows some preferred directions along which

the data varies most. PCA aligns the new basis vectors (patterns) in these directions and thus

maximizes the variance of the accompanying expansion coefficients. The patterns are subject to

the constraint of mutual orthogonality in MN and are thus linearly independent.

Consider now the analytic expression of the foredescribed transformation. Let any orthogonal
basis {e^} defines the original basis. The time series s(t) can be expressed as

N

s(0 = $>*(') e* (2d)
A = l

where ek et :— ||ek|| ||ei|j for k = / arrd ek ei := 0 for k ^ I

PCA determines a new orthogonal basis subject to the criterion that the variance of the new

coordinates is subsequently maximized. The basis vectors of this optimized orthogonal basis are

called Empirical Orthogonal Functions (EOFs). The expansion coefficients or new coordinates

are called Principal Components (PCs), such that

eÄ, -> eofA ,9i (t) -*pa(0

and the expansion (2.1) can be replaced by the identity

v x

SW = E *i(0eA- = X) m(0cofA
k -1 A=f
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Approximate expansions (M <C N) are given by

M

s(r) = £ pck(t)eoh (2.2)
k--\

The new basis {eof*-} is expressed in terms of the formen' one {e*.} as

\

aoik = 2^1k, e,

i -i

where L :-=(/*,) is the irarrsformation matrix from the original to the EOF basis system. Note

that L is orthogonal8 and implies that [l^]1 = [lk,] L. From standard linear algebra, it follows

that the expansion coefficients (i.e. the coefficients with respect to the new EOF basis) are

N

pa(0 = $>***'(') wherc nl = ([iirl)T = (hïff =ik,
i=i

The PCs are also obtained by projecting fire data vectors onto the EOFs

pck(t) = ïï^S • s(0 (2.3)

Note that the factor l/||eoft,-||2 vanishes if the basis is orthonormal9. The mathematical expres¬

sions above recall the synthesis and analysis formulae of Fourier analysis, wherc the patterns pk

are sines or cosines and the expansion coefficients «i. (f) are analogous to the spectral amplitudes.

Calculation of EOFs

We now focus on the PC and EOF calculations and consider in this context an orthonormal

rather than orthogonal basis. The normality constraint substantially simplifies the calculations

without taking anv of their generality away. The derivation is according to Peixofo and Oort

(1992).

In mathematical terms, we want a PCA to maximize the variance of the EOF expansion coeffi¬

cients i.e.

1 ^
, , „o 1

l

E(^(^))2=^TE (eofA s(f,))2 (2.4)
,

i— r ^~T-l
?—t ;—I

for 1 < k < N subject to the condition that jeofi,} is an orthonormal basis (ONfB) (note that

the factor
jr-\ or

y>
has no incidence upon the dérivai ion).

Let, S = (s,7) be the data matrix defined bv

s,, •=• s,(f,)

then (2.4) can be rewritten as

1
r

1

7\T7 12 (eof^> ' s(f<^2 =
jrzj (eof* S sT eof0 = eoffc' C eof*

i=i

8L is a îeal matnx, and the adjoint and transposed matrix; aie identical

9i o if ek ei
~ dki where Au = 1 for k — 1 and dki = 0 for k •£ I <) is the Kronecker symbol
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where the covariance matrix C = (c,j) is defined by

C:=^SST
The elements of this N x N real symmetric matrix are given by

L
i

c>) = ^TT 12 Si(h)à,{h)
A-l

The diagonal elements are the variances of the old variables i.e. the variances of the discrctizcd

anomaly field10.

Introducing Lagrarrge multipliers, the maximization of eof/ C eof r, urrder the orthorrorrnalitv

constraints for {eof/J leads to air eigenvalue problem of the form

C eofj- = Aa eof/,

Therefore the EOFs are the normalized eigenvectors of the Ar x N covariance matrix. Since

covariance matrices are Symmetrie arrd positive semi-definite, all eigenvalues are real and non-

negative.

Variances of the PCs and selection rules

Let C = (c,j) denote the covariance matrix with respect to the new PC-coordinates,

1

i X>*w)/M'a)'/ rp

From the representation (2.3) for pc,(tk) ensues

C = ETCE

Since the EOFs are the eigenvectors of C it follows that in the EOF-basis the covariance matrix

becomes diagonal with the eigenvalues Xk as diagonal elements

C =

/ A, 0
...

0 \
0 A? ...

0

V 0 0
... Av /

Thus the eigenvalues Ai are equal to the variarrces of the PCs.

One measure for the individual contribution of the EOFs is the fraction of totaf variance ex¬

plained by a certain mode. The total variance is defined by

i=i j-i

It equals the trace of the covariance matrix tr(C). The tract1 of an arbitrary matrix is in¬

variant with respect to orthogonal coordinate transformations, and thus the total variance can

alternatively be expressed as the sum of the eigenvalues A,

-,
v t x

aM = tr(C) :-_ — £ £ rf«,) - 12 ^
i=l ]= I , t

:)m S-mode PCA (Prcisendorfer 1998)
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For the fraction of total variance explained bv an individual pattern i it follows that

T-l 2wy —lPci('l) A,
CT,

0~tot O~t0t

The accuracy of an expansion using the leading n modes is given by the cumulative variance

fraction
En \

i 1 '

Clot

which indicates what percentage of the variation in the original variables is accounted for. Typ¬

ically circa 80, 90% of the variation should be retained.

A matter of concern at this point is the geophysical relevance of the EOFs i.e. whether the iden-

tifed patterns describe a signât or merely noise11 (Buell 1979). Also the EOF calculation does

not exclude the possibility of two eigenvalues (or more) being identical12 and it is conceivable

that the EOF patterns would be different if the variable covered a different geographical domain

or if it was time-lag influenced (Newman and Sarkeshmukh 1995).

In the present work, wc examine the amount of variation explained by a given pattern in com¬

bination with theoretical expectations derived from the physreal understanding of the system13.
In addition the dynamical reality of the patterns is backed by consistent observational data

(e.g. precipitation, climate indices). In general the signals are strong such that the recourse

to more sophisticated methods or selection iules (eg. ''rule N"; Preisendorfer et al. 1981) ap¬

pears superfluous. Also the primordial clarity and physical meaningfulness of the EOF patterns

strongly suggests thai the additional use of e.g. lotated EOFs (REOFs. rotated sei of basis

vectors (Richman (1986. 1987); Jolliffe (1987. 1989, 1990); Preisendorfer 1988, Chap. 7) would

be at best redundant.

From PCA to SVD

Imagine now that we wish to extend the analysis from one to two sets of time series. Let s(t)
and z(t) describe the two time series with s(t) and z(t) G IR^ arrd 1 < t < T. We can perform

separate PCA's on each of the time series that vield EOFs and expansion coefficients sk/(t) and

Zk(t) for 1 < k < N. Depending on the fields considered, it may be legitimate to consider the

covariance between ihe two sets of expansion coefficients. The latter can be expressed as:

cov(sk,zk) = corr{sk.zk)sJvai {sk)cai (z,k) (2.5)

By the virtue of PCA (see previous seciion), the term \fvai (sk)var(rk) is maximum such that

the strength of ihe covariance depends on the correlation term corr(si,,r/J. This statement is of

strong relevance to the remainder of this section. In effect, the degree of correlation between iwo

sets of expansion coefficients is determined bv that of coupling beiween the corresponding fields.

In other words, provided the two fields unclei examination have a physical link, the correlation

is high, and so is the covariance. Then, and only then, it mav appear natural to statistically
investigate the relationships between the foiementioned fields (see Cherry (1996, 1997); Newman
and Sardcshmukh 1995: Hu 1997).

The rrltrmaie point of statistics then may not be to improve one's understanding of ihe physical

unote that throughout the EOF-anabsis the data giid-pomts aie weighted m function of then latitude

l2identical (or m practice, comparatively close) eigenvalues connote uncertainty m the linear independency of

the patterns
unote that these aspects are at the basis of tv-o major method streams that help clarrfy the signal/noise

boundary (o\eiviews aie gnen in Jolliffe (19S6) and m Preisendorier 1988)
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relationships involved but to get explicit measures of the covariance and also to provide a syn¬

thetic picture of the pattern pairs (e.g. contour maps gcophysically meaningful and synchronous
in time). It is from this standpoint that the singular value decomposition (SVD) analysis of

some selected fields was performed in connection with this study (elements of SVD theory can

be found in Preisendorfer (1988), Bretherton et al. (1992), and Widmann (1996)). Moreover the

rationale adopted was summarized by Cherry (1997) ; "First separate PGA's should be carried

out, in the. two fields, If the two sets of expansion coefficient are strongly correlated and ihe

patterns are gcophysically relevant, then one has evidence of coupling. It can be argued that one

has fairly strong evidence of coupling because the association has not been mathematically forced

on the data"'.

Tnter-relationships between PCA, SVD, and other methods

PCA arrd SVD are popular - and comparatively simple methods of multivariate statistical

analysis. There are, however, other techniques that possibly identify the dominant components

of a single field (e.g. factor analysis, linear regression: Preisendorfer 1988, Jollife 1986) or isolate

the important coupled patterns of variability between time scries of two fields (e.g. combined

PCA (CPCA), canonical correlation analysis (CCA); Bretherton at al. 1992, Wallace et al. 1992).
Each method exhibits specific properties and limitations that render them more or less appro¬

priate depending upon the data set arrd the objective considered. Whereas CPCA and CCA are

designed to identify the linear combinations of variables in one field that most strongly correlate

with linear combinations of variables in another field. SVD identifies linear combinations that

covary; furthermore it not only aims at strong links between the patterns but also at large ampli¬
tudes of their expansion coefficients. CCA for instance aims at analyzing correlation structure;

although correlation is generally a better measure of linear association, CCA can in some cases

yield highly correlated but physically irrelevant pairs of canonical variables (Cherry 1996).

However different, all of these methods rely upon one common fundamental assumption; the

combinations within or among the original data (one or two fields) can only be linear. Hence it

is the intrinsic physical consistency, statistical robustness, and dynamical interprctability that

together determine the relevance of the decomposed fields.

2.3.2 Lagrangian Trajectories

In this study, the thermodynamieal history of air-parcels is identified by means of three-dimen¬

sional kinematic trajectories (Wernli and Davies 1997). These are evaluated with a variant

of Petterssen's method, also used by Whitaker et al. (1988), Kuo et al. (1992) and Reed et

al. al (1992). The required three-dimensional wind data is extracted from ECMWF data (Sec¬
tion 2.2.1) arrd interpolated onto a regular 0.75° grid (equivalent in midlatitudes to ~ 85 km

longitude and ~ 60 km, latitude). The method is based on a predictor-corrector procedure with

an initial forward time-step

a'Hi =xn + u(xn).At

followed by three successive iterations where the mean wind is adjusted to

u =
± (u(xn) + u{x" * l))

Tntergrid wind values are derived from the linear interpolation of gridded values. A time step of

Att=0.5h is used following Seibert's recommendation (1993).
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2.3.3 The Europa Model

Part of the results presented in Chapter 4 derives from a numerical experiment based upon the

Europa Model (EM). The EM is the limited area version (0.5° (~ 56km,) horizontal resolution)
of the numerical weather prediction model (NWP) of the German weather service (Majewski

1991). Driven by ECMWF analyses (Section2.2.1). it is hydrostatic and a rotated spherical
coordinate system is used such that the geographical regions considered can be discretized onto

a relatively isotropic grid; in the present study the geographical domain embraces the European
continent. North-Eastern Atlarrtic and the Mediterranean.

In the vertical, a hybrid-coordinate system is used such that the atmosphere is divided in 30

layers thickening with height, with half of them located below 575-hPa. The low-level surfaces

arc terrain-following while the upper ones trarrsit progressively with height to match pressure

surfaces. The top of the model is at p=-0 where the vertical motion is set to zero.

The prognostic variables are surface pressure, horizontal wind, total heat and total wafer content

from which the values of secondary variables - temperature, specific humidify, liquid wafer

content, relative humidity arrd potential voiticiiy - can be derived. Finite differencing schemes

(leapfrog, semi-implicit and implicit time steppirrg) are used for the grid discretizai ion and 1 he

lateral boundary conditions are adjusted according to the relaxation technique of Davies (1976).
Further model details and accounts of previous validations studies can be found in Majewsky

(1991) and Lirthi et al. (1996).



Chapter 3

On the Dynamical Relevance of

Stratospheric Intrusions

One typical feature of the day-to-day upper-tropospheric flow is the downward displacement of

the tropopause (e.g. Price and Vaugharr 1992, Llasat and Puigcerver 1990, Massacancl 1995).
This process implies the descerrt of stratospheric air down to tropospheric elevations i.e. the

formation of so-called stratospheric intrusions (Fig. 3.1).

3.1 Physical Understanding

Stratospheric intrusions are preferentially initiated to the east of the American, Asian or Eu¬

ropean continents as large-scale longitudinal perturbations of the flow (or trough). Strato¬

spheric air, flowing adiabatically on the western sitle of the trough, experiences an equatorward

and downward displacement which advects the tropopause down to lower levels. These undu¬

lations of the tropopause can further evolve into large-scale cvclonic vortices (e.g. Browning

1990) and/or subsynoptic-scale elongated streamers (Appenzeller et al. 1996, Davies et al. 1991,

Hoskins 1990).

The motivation for studying stratospheric intrusions is associated with their relationship io

meso-scale extra-tropical dynamics (Hoskins et al. 1985) and stratosphere-troposphere exchange

(e.g. Danielsen 1968; Danielsen et al. (1970, 1987); Shapiro (1978, 1980); Appenzeller and Davies

1992; Holtorr et al. 1995, Vaughan et al. 1994). In the present work emphasis is given to the for¬

mer relationship and in particular to the intrusion's potential io trigger, and/or strongly interact

with, the development of mid-latitude weather systems. In this section, wc examine ihe fore-

mentioned dynamical characteristics of intrusions and review ilreir implications for precipitation
onset.

3.1.1 Theoretical Concept

Consider an air-parcel located in space at r = (,c. y. z) at any given time. Its PV value is given
for hydrostatic flow by (Section 2.t)

PV = (^o + f) (-9 f^j (3.1)

In this form PV is a function of two dynamical quantities; vorticiiy and static stability. The

vorticity term is the sum of the vertical components of air-parcel vorticity £# — k. eiirl(v) and

planetary vorticity / = 2Q,simj>\ the static stability defines the vertical stratification of the flow

(or the buoyancy term N2. see e.g. Holton 1992).

18
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It follows that the PV of an ambient air-parcel will typically exhibit different values in the strato¬

sphere and the troposphere (stability effect) or in the subtropics and the polar regions (planetary

vorticity /3-effeot). This spatial dependency of PV yields a characteristic body of high-PV in

the polar stratosphere whose equatorwarcl boundaries follow the shape of the tropopause. Ob¬

servations suggest that the 2-PVII potential voiiieitv iso-surface rs a good approximation for

the extratropical tropopause (e.g. Hoskins et al. 1985. Bernsford 1988) consistently with the

conceptual model of Reed 1955 and Danielsen 1959; moreover the iropopause slopes downward

poleward (Fig. 3.2) arrd appears on a transecting isentropic surface as a band of strong gradient

of PV, either undulating as a simple Rossby-wave or being irreversibly deformed as a "breaking"

Rossby-wave (Mclntyre and Palmer 1983).

Also, iso-surfaccs of potential temperature (rsentropes) typically slope down from the polar-

regions to ihe Equator transecting the tropopause over a substantial part of the atmosphere

~ [500-150 hPa]. This implies that the equatorwarcl adiabatie transport of stratopheric air con¬

notes equatorwarcl and downward transport of high-PV siratospherrc air into a low-PV ambient

troposphere i.e. io the formation of positive PV anomalies. Similarly the northward adiabatie

transport of low-PV tropospheric air into the stratosphere leads io the formation of negative PV

anomalies. For the sake of clarity definitions are further given:

A positive (negative) anomaly denotes any air mass on an isentropic surface or in ihe [150-

500hPa] layer with potential vorticity values larger (smallei) than 2-PVU in a region where ihe

air is in the long-term mean tropospheric (straiosplieiic)1 As hinted above, positive anomalies

at tropopause level can usually be attributed to equatorwarcl excursions of stratospheric air.

Negative anomalies on the other hand can be of two different origins: northward incursions

of iropospheric air arrd condensational processes (these two processes can act io combine and

reinforce one another; Hoskins et al. 1985. Wernli 1995).

1recall that 2-PVU denotes the transition PV-value characteristic of the tiopopause

to
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Fig. 3.2: Veitical distiibution of potential-temper atme zonal-means (solid contours), foi January 1993

Iscntropes transect ihe tiopopause (2-PVU isohne. heavy solid contoui) aiound 320 K in mid-lat ii tides (from
Holton et al 1995)
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Consider now an air-mass of stratospheric origin adverted equatorwards along a 0-surface. The

advection process distorts the tropopause arrd high-PV air penetrates down to tropospheric
levels. Ambient stability for the high-PV air-mass tends to drop such that - following the

Lagrangian conservation of PV under adiabatie and frictionless conditions - the vorticity in¬

creases (similarily, the vorticity tends to decrease when an air-mass of upper-tropospheric origin
is adiabatically advecfed northwards). It follows that a stratospheric intrusion (or positive PV-

anomaly) is associai eel with a cyclonic wind-field around and below the anomaly.

This feature illustrates one aspect of the powerful relationship that PV has - by the virtue of

the invcri ibility prirrciple - with the dynamical flow field. There is in this respect a range of

dynanricai and thermodynamic features associafetl with the formation of PV-anomalies (Hoskins
ci, al. 1985; Davies 1990) and these are summarized below:

1) A cyclonic flow structure vertically-penetrating below and around the anomaly.

2) A zone of low-pressure underlying the intruding stratospheric air.

3) The reduction of static stability beneath the anomaly.

4) Ascending (descending) motion ahead of (behind) the anomaly provided there is differential

advection of the upper-level signature relative to the lower-level.

These effects point to the dynamical character of positive PV-anomalies as well as to their

range of possible influences. They also betoken ihe insiglrtfulness of PV-viewing as a qualitative

predictive element.

Link with Precipitation

There are two major types of precipitation systems in mid-latitudes: meso-scale arrd local. Here

we focus on the former type as it constitutes the dominant component of European winter,

spring, and autumn precipitation. It develops in association with mid-latitude weather-systems
whose surface signatures are composed of ubiquitous fronts and cyclones.

The meteorological conditions that favour the initiation of meso-scale precipitation systems in¬

clude i) an aclecprate supply of moisture in the lower troposphere, ii) a vertical stratification

favourable for convection, and iii) a mechanism for instigating that convection. These factors

relate to points l)-4) above and are thus often piesent when a stratospheric intrusion devel¬

ops overhead. The cyclonic flow field penetrating down to lower levels transports moisture

from e.g. the Atlantic (northerly airflow) or the Mediterranean (southerly airflow); the vertical

stratification is reduced below ihe anomaly; and finally provided the intensity, structure, and

movement of ihe intrusion are favourable strong ascending motion can be instigated. Hence,
the dynamical and thermodynamic features that accompany the evolution of a stratospheric
intrusion provide the favourable environment for the onset of a meso-scale precipitation system.

In ihe present study, our working hypothesis is two-fold: First a sub-synoptic/rncso-scale
weather-system is initiated by the advection of a stratospheric intrusion, in other words the

dynamical features of the intrusion trigger, and interact wiih. the surface development (fronts
and cyclones) to yield, in turn, the corresponding precipitation signature. Second the location,

frequency and intensity of stratospheric intrusions relate to features of the global circulation

i.e. seasonal weather is linked to the planetary-scale climatic structure of the upper-iroposphcre.
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3.1.2 PV viewing devices

The previous section gave some indication of the significant part that stratospheric intrusions

play in the development of mid-latitude weather systems. Here we outline two viewing devices

that provide a key insight into the structure of stratospheric intrusions. Structures of subsiding

stratospheric air are best captured by features of potential vorticity (see previous section) and

the forementioned devices are designed to reflect complementary aspects of its distribution.

They arc based upon PV distributions (i) on tropopause-fransecting iscntropes (e.g. 320K in

January) arrd (ii) vertically-averaged over the [500-150hPa] upper-tropospheric layer. Their

physical properties are presented next.

Isentropic PV

The use of this device relies upon the two physical principles introduced in Section 2.1 : the

invertibility concept and the Lagrangian conservai ion of potential vorticity under adiabatie,
frictionless and hydrostatic conditions. When adveetive flow processes dominate fractional and

diabatic ones, the conservation principle also holds for poiential temperature so that PV is

simply advecied on isentropic surfaces by the quasi-horizontal two-dimensional wind field, just

as a materially conserved chemical tracer such as ozone or water vapour would (limitations to

this tracing property relates to the peculiar behaviour of the Rossby-Ertcl PV cf. Haynes and

Mclntyre (1987, 1990); Hoskins et al. 1985; Wemli and Davies 1997, Schar L993; Schär arrd

Smith 1993). As a result, maps displaying isentropic P\r distributions facilitate the location of

stratospheric intrusions arrd hence of the most dynamically active and determinant regions of the

atmosphere. They are as such successful diagnostic analysis tool for the atmospheric dynamic
behaviour (see Illustration below).

Vertically integrated PV

Whereas isentropic PV distributions yield information upon the structure of PV-anomalies at

one particular isentropic level, knowledge of the anomaly three-dimensional structure requires
the consideration of several isentropic levels, Practically however the concomitant inspection
of several IPV maps is not attractive arrd fails to provide a quantitative picture of the three-

dimensional anomaly intensity.

Here we compute fields of ihe vertically-averaged potential vorticity for the 500-150hPa layer

(cf. Shapiro and Grell 1994). This field constitutes a compact, measure of the scale, intensity
and structure of any stratospheric intrusion (e.g. PV-st reamer or cut-off); its horizontal distribu¬

tion (hereafter referred to as SPA') yields a two-dimensional portrayal of the three-dimensional

anomaly that can serve, in conjunction with the display of other variables (e.g. the horizontal

and vertical velocity fields at a lower elevation), as air indicator of the possible influence of the

upper-level feature upon the lower-level dynamics of a weather system. The layer of integration is

defined in terms of pressure ([500-150hPa]) rather than poiential temperature (e.g. [300-340 K])
to ensure the stratospheric - rather than boundary-layer2 - origin of PV.

An illustration of the SPV device is given in Figure 3.5. Strong undulations in lire tropopause

height (defined here as the 2-PVU isosurface) are viewed from above and below respectively.

They show a comparatively narrow intrusion of high-PV stratospheric air deep into the tropo¬

sphere. Panel (c) shows the SPV distribution of this streamer (plus the upper-level flow field),
and the distribution bears out our previous contention thai this field provides a useful measure

2Tropopause-trarrsectmg rsentropes tan originate m the polar stratosphere slope down - steeply - equatorwards
to finally intersect the surface over the Mediteuancan or Northern Ainca In the neighbourhood of the surface

fnctronal effects can be a substantial source/sink for PV (e g Hoskins et al. 1985)
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of the streamer's scale and intensity. It did not appear necessary in the present context to weight

the SPV (i.e. to increase the weight of intruding low stratospheric-PV values (e.g. [1-3 PVU])
and decrease that of high stratospheric-PV values (e.g. [5-8 PVU]). This is partly related to both

the frequent vertical coherency of stratospheric intrusions and the possible stronger dynamical

impact of higher-PV intruding air upon weather-syst ems development (in contrast, a weighted
SPV parameter would be appropriate in the framework of a stratosphere-troposphere exchange

study).

Illustration

Here we rely and build upon the background of the two preceding sections to evidence the po¬

tential of PV viewing. A series of examples are presented which illustrate the various properties

of IPV and SPV irr relation with precipitation.

The first example (Fig. 3.3) examines the upper-level flow configuration that accompanied the

fall of diluvial rain over Eastern Europe on 18 and 20 July 1997. The two types of diagnostic

dispiay IPV and SPV are shown along with the 12 hours integrated precipitation ECMWF

forecast. The presence of an intense PV anomaly over north-eastern France is evident in the PV

panels (a,b top and bottom). Comparing the IPV display with ihe SPV however, it appears

thai, SPV provides an alternative picture of the intrusion, revealing further details of its shape,

mean intensity arrd depth within the troposphere. Examining the SPV distribution further,

some distinct areas of PV upper-level differential advection can be identified to the south-east

of the anomaly. These areas are subject to strong updraft and they consistently correspond to

zones of heavy precipitation3. On July 20th. positive PV anomalies almost form an isolated ring-
that develops its own cyclonic circulation and remains comparatively stationary; this feature

can be related to the long-lasting character of the precipitation system.

Other examples (Fig. 3.4) show various meteorological types that are associated with distinc¬

tive PV patterns1. These are (a) a squall line along the Portugal-Switzerland axis (note the

confluence along the axis between the negative PV-anomaly over north Africa and the positive

PV-anomaly west of the United Kingdom); (b.c) a strong Alpine northfoehn accompanied by

vigorous lee-cyclogenesis; (d,e,f) a long-lasting Alpine southfoehn event (5 days). In every case,

the upper-level configuration is clearly influeni ial.

Meaningfulness

fn this work IPV and SPV diagnostics are used extensively, cither m combination or isolation

depending on the purpose of the undergoing analysis. Tdiese are complementary devices whose

use is most meaningful in ihe appropriate context. Whereas SPV is insightful in connection with

surface development and precipitation, IPV is more appropriate for the study of stratospheric
intrusions dynamics.

From a general point of view, the pertinence of considering PV diagnostics stems from the desire

to understand and interpret, the flow tlevelopnient, rather than merely observe the evolution of

individual atmospheric fields e.g. 500-hPa geopotential heights, temperature or precipitation.
The latter fields are typically greatly influenced by the tropopause configuration and it, thus

appears meaningful io focus on tropopause configuration itself rather than some aspects of its

effects.

Yiote also the frontal structure associated with the broad P\T trough m the middle of North Atlantic

''these cases were deemed notable m the frame-work of the Mesoscale Alpine Programme (MAP, cf. MAP

Newsletter)
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From a forecasting point of view, the systematic analysis of PV fields gives an insight into the

large-scale that helps (i) anticipate the movement/development of weather systems and (ii) in¬

terpret, and assess the quality of, model outputs. For heavy precipitation their interpretation
can reveal the potentiality of an event several days in advance (see next section). The mean-

ingfuhress of this approach was shown in several studies (see Hoskins et al. 1985, Hoskins 1991,

Mclntyre and Palmer 1983, Davies and Wernli 1998. Mansfield 1996) arrd further evidence of

its vaiue is given in the present work (Chapters 1, 5, and 6).
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3.2 Relationship with Alpine Precipitation

In this section, we examine the upper-tropospheric setting that triggers the formation of meso¬

scale precipitation systems in the Alpine region. The underlying motivation relates to the im¬

provement of these system prediction; in effect the latter is linked to the physical understanding
of the event's trigger which helps in turn i) arrticipate events and ii) identity the features that

need to be most accurately reproduced in forecast models.

Thus the focus is on the structure of the upper-level potential vorticity (PV) distribution and

the objective is to explore whether Alpine precipitation possesses upper-level precursor signals.
In the first part, we analyse four major cases of heavy precipitation and in the second pari, wc

present a climatological study that relates the frequency of occurence of PV-anomalies to Alpine

precipitation intensity for the months of January. April, arrd October in the period 1980-1995.

3.2.1 An upper-level precursor for heavy precipitation events

In recent years numerous events of heavy precipitation occured in the Alpine region, and in

particular on the southern slopes of the mountain range. Many of ihese events resulted in

destructive floods with an attendant loss of life and substantial economic disruption, and one

major challenge is to acquire a better understanding of the mesoscale dynamics of these events

and to improve their prediction. The intensity and frequency of these storms also prompt

questions related to their origin and nature.

Meteorological factors that favour their occurrence include (see Section 3.1.1) a large supply of

moisture in ihe lower troposphere, a verdical stratification favourable for deep convection, and a

mechanism for instigating and sustaining that convection. In central and southern Europe these

factors are often present when a moisture-laden, low-level, southerly airflow impinges upon ihe

main Alpine ridge.

As hinted above, our objective here is to explore whether these events possess an identifiable,

physically-meaningful, upper-level precursor sigrral. To this end. we sequentially present the

rationale arrd methodology for examining the upper-level PA' distribution in the context of

heavy precipitation; catalogue the PV-patterrr for key events and ilhrsirate the relationship of

the pattern io lire low-level airflow; and comment on the generality and implications of ihe

results.

The four cases

The working hypothesis introduced in the previous section takes on in the present context a

particular form i.e. the advection of a distinctive upper-level PV-anomaly toward the Alps is

central to the onset of severe storms on the mountain range's southern slopes. This hypothesis
is prompted by both empirical indicators and theoretical considérai ions.

From a synoptic-crrm-observational standpoint the Alps are located ai the south-eastern ex¬

tremity of the Atlarrtic storm track in a region favourable for ihe occurrence of longitudinally

elongated upper-tropospheric troughs and cut-off lows (Llasat and Puigoorvcr L990. Price and

Vaughan 1992). These two features correspond respectively io PYYstrcamers and PV-stalactites

(Appenzeller and Davies 1992, Appenzeller et al. 1996) thai are integral io the formation of

Alpine lee-cyclones (see e.g. Bleck and Mattocks 1984. Tafferner 1990, Schär 1990). Routine

synoptic analyses indicate thai upper-level troughs also accompany events of heavy precipita¬
tion on the southern slopes of the Alps, and also a post-frontal hailstorm in the Po valley has

been linked to an upper-level PV-anomaly (Alberoni et al. 1993).
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Fig 3 5 Aatson la Romaine svnopnt situation at 00ETC 22 Sept 1992 (a) tiopopause (2 P\lj

isosuifate) from above and (b) from below (c) distribution of mean potential vorticity YP\ (shaded, m

PVU), and air flow at 200 hPa (arrows), (d) 3 P\ l TIA isohne (thick dash dot pattern) supetimposed

upon 700 hPawmcl field (arrows) geopotenttal heights (thin solid lines 30m spacing), and ascent (shaded,
in Pafs) Mpme region outlined as a thick sohd lint \aison la Romaine' area located at [45 2°N,

5°E]

From a theoietical standpoint (Section 3 1 1) the lateial translation of a strong olongaied,
north-south aligned upper-level PV-streamei (omrotcs specific lar-field leafirtes favourable lor

inducing heavv precipitation on the Alpme soutbside these loatures comprise
- (r) an enhance¬

ment oi the soutbeih flow component toward the Alps (u) a leduefron of ihe static stability

beneath the auornah and (in) ascent on the streamer s forward flank to trrgger oi eirlrance and

(possibly) sustain the convection The influent e exerted by the loregomg ellects will depend

upon the intensity strut tine location, and movement oi ihe sUeamcr

The loregomg considerations loi m the bamewoik lea our diagnostic analysis of a succession of

heavy precipitation evenis Ihe events selected tor studv have all been deemed notable in the

bamewoik of the Mesoscale \lpme Programme (MVP) and are the si onus thai occurred at

Vaison-la-Romamc, Fiance (22 09 1992) Piedmont Itah (5 6 U 1994) Bug (2 109 1993) and

South licmo (13-14 09 1995) Svvn/erlmd Fust MA display are used (Set hon 3 1 2) and

second tluee-chmensional trajectories (Vernh and Davies 1997) of the low-level an paicels that

contribute significanth to the stotni s di aha I re healing I he piocethnc selves to trace the La-

grangian luslorv of these kov an partels mtl theiehv cm shed light on then link Io ihe upper-level
anomaly
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(pvu) (pvu) (pvu)

Fig 3 6 Analogues of Frg l(c d) on upper and lower panels respectively foi (a) Bug 12UIC 23

Sept 1993 (b) Piedmont - 18 ITC 05 Nov 1994 and (t ) South licmo 12 UTC 13 Sept 1995 Brig,

Piedmont, and South Ticmo areas located at [464° N s L] 145 N, 8° F], [46 2° N, 9°F] respectively

Vaison-la-Romaine Event

The most intense precipitation (220mm m 3 hours) lor the Yaison-la-Romame event occurred

around mrd-day on the 22nd September 1992 (e g Senesi ei al 1996) The presence of an

upper-level PV-streamer some 12 hours earlier at 001TG is clearly evrdenf m the two left panels
of Frg 3 5 These panels deprct the undulations m the tropopause herght (defined here as the

2-PVU rsosurface) as vrewed from respectively above and horn below, and they show \ compar¬

atively narrow intrusion of the high PV stratospheric an deep mto the troposphere Fig 5 5c

shows the SPV distribution of this stieamei (plus the upper-level flow field), and provrdes

a measure of the streamers scale and mtcnsrtv The associated flow field arches cyclonic all}
around the anomaly and extends over a substantial part of the Mediterranean Conespondmg
lower-level drstrrbutions aie shown m panel (cl) where the 3 PATJ isohne of the SPV field is

superimposed upon the 700-hPa distiibution ol the horizontal flow field, geopolentrai heights,
and the major ascent regions Notable features of the low-level patterns are consistent with our

earlrer inferences regardrrrg the influence of an uppci-level sfreamei - the flow field and trough
pattern have structures thai correspond to that of the streamer, a stiong southerly anflow is

located ahead of the streamer and the surface front and it extends from the Medrterranean to

the Alps, the areas of ascent also he on the forward flank ol the streamer wrthm the southerly
flow

Also, surface observations îeveal that a surface front is rhgned almost parallel to, and ahead of,
the sfreamei A tune-sequence (not shown) of height-longitude

'
sections acioss the stieamei as

it approaches the Alps icveal the c o-clev elopment of key featm cs The stieamei and sruface front

move toward a vertical co-alignment that is attained ovei the storm centre at around 12UTC

on the 22nd Likewise both the southerly flow component and the shafi of ascent mciease m

intensity and vertical coherency and at 12 ITC on the 22nd they span ihe troposphere wrth

respectrve amplitudes of 25 m/s and 16 e m/s
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The Brig, Piedmont and South Ticino Events

The upper and lower panels of Fig 3 6 are the analogue of Fig 3 5(c,d) for Ihe events at Brig,
Piedmont and South Ticino again at a time approximately 6/12 hours prior to the attainment

of maximum precipitation rate There is a striking similarity between the SPV-patterns of the

three cases (upper panels Fig 3 6) with (hat ol the Vaison-la-Romarne event (Fig 3 5c) In

each case the pattern comprises a comparatively narrow (~500 km) and elongated (^2000 km)

anomaly This elhpiticallv-shapod pal tern is aligned quasi north-soutlr and extends equatorwarcl
from the British Isles to the western Mediterranean Ihe internal structure ol each ellipse rs

characterized by two EPV-anomahcs ol ~6PATT that rte located towatd the extremities of ihe

ellipse, and the accompanying streamers aie ~ I km m depth In each case (he PV-anomahos

advect comparatively slowly toward the Vlpine ridge \ comparison of the low-level patterns

for (he lour cases (Fig 3 od and lowei panels ol Fig 1 6) also reveals kev common leatures - a

narrow and elongated strong southerly airflow and ascent enhanced over the \lprne southside -

thai are similailv located relatrve io the uppeidcvel VPV pattern

Air-Parcel Trajectories

Backward tia]octones over a 72-hour period ue evaluated bom ECMWF data (Section 2 2 1)

foi each of Ihe lorn events discussed above The selected an-p ueels correspond to (hose lotaied

within the storm at approximately the time of heaviest precipitation (precrpitation rate ranging

horn 220mm m 1 hours (Vaison-la-Romaino) to 200mm m 21 horns (Piedmont)) and possess

condensational heating rates > 38 K per hour at (hat time (2 K/hr fot South Ticino) The

(racks of representative an-pare els tor eveiv event are por (raved m Fig 3 7 In addition Fable 3 1

provides a summary ol the spatial location and physical characteristics ol (he four ensembles

comprising the trajectories tor the individual events

Fig 3 7 72 horn backward trait < torn s viewed hour the south in 3 dimensions Integration starts south of the

Mps (mid picture lange) at f (1 11 12 I PC 22 Sept 1992 toi \ arson la Romanic (pmk tracks) 00U IC 24

Sept 1993 fot Brig (red) 001 H 06 Nov 1991 for Piedmont vellow) and IS PTC 13 S< pt 1995 for South

Trtmo (white) t ~ -1^ houis is marked m blue 1 citations of the 2,10^1 aphu al sites aie given m fig 3 5 and

3 6
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Table 3.1: Mean values, of latitude/longitude (deg), plus variances of pressure p (hPa) and specific
humidity q (g/kg), at selected times t (hours) of the trajectories (see Fig. 3.7).

t -72 -36 -18 -6 0

Vaison'-la-Romaitie

lat 35.8 35.8 37.8 11.2 44.2

Ion 1.0 1.5 2.6 3.8 5.4

P 863 ±91 856 ±81 883 ±60 846 ±89 719 ±93

q 5.4 ±3.7 6.5 ±3.8 6.1 ±3.3

Brig

8.3 ±3.1 6.1 ±2.3

lat 35.8 35.2 37 9 41.9 44.7

Ion 15.6 8.7 7.9 8.6 8.1

V 815 ±87 879 ±74 888 ±75 822 ± 108 700 ±109

9 5.3 ±2.4 8.0 ±2.8

P

9.3 ±2.7

ledmont

9.5 ±3.2 6.1 ±2.1

lat 40.2 36.8 39 0 42.9 45.4

Ion 7.6 11.4 11.0 9.7 8.0

P 870 ±113 906 ±94 941 ±59 912 ±11 721 ±78

1 4.9 ±2.4 8.2 ±3.0

Sou

9.0 ±1.9

rf/) Ticino

9.6 ±1.1 4.8 ±1.5

lat 35.2 37.0 40.0 43.6 45.7

Ion 11.2 9.6 10.0 12.2 12.5

P 911 ±61 923 ±58 896 ±70 870 ±70 791 ±65

9 8.6 ±3.3 9.5 ±3.1 9.3 ±2.1 9 8 ±1.5 8.0 ±1.8

The four events share key common characteristics. In the time window from 72 to 18 hours

prior to the reference time the air parcels are embedded within a comparatively quiescent am¬

bient flow setting over the Mediterranean and their characteristics conform closely io those of

the region's autumnal climatology0; the trajectories follow a low-level (~800 hPa), confluent,

and slow northward track, and gradually attain specific humidity values of ~ 9 g/kg. In the

final 18 hours the parcels translate rapidly northwards toward the southern Alpine slopes, and

thereafter ascend sharply and saturate. The rapid translation is consistent with an increasing
influence of the upper-level anomaly as it, adverts into the Mediterranean [cf. the relationship
between the lateral translation of elongated, north-south aligned upper-level PV-streamers and

the enhancement of the southerly flow component toward the Alps] .

Each of the four analysed events is accompanied by a distinct upper-level anomaly in the form

of a quasi north-south aligned PV-st reamer that extends southward over the Mediterranean.

A localized storm ensues on (he southern Alpine slopes as the PV-streamer translates laterally
toward the Alps. Consider the refined hypothesis that the streamer is a general, dynamically

significant, and distinctive precursor of such storms.

Other Cases

Generality connotes ubiquity, and the analysis of numerous other cases -

every severe precipi¬
tation event that occured over southern Switzerland during the 1993-96 period (ca. 15 events)
- confirms the presence, in every case, of a strong upper-level PV-anomaly.

6note that the situation looks no different m the time window' from 120 to 72 hours
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PV at 315K
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Fig. 3.8: (a) Distribution of PV at 315K (in PVU) for 9 December 1996 06 UTC; (b) Distribution of vertically-

integrated PV (SPV in PVU) on 4 November 1997 06 UTC, about, four days before heavy precipitation formed

south of the Alps.
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Pig. 3.9: Distributions of vertically-integrated PA7 (top panels: contour-values 3, 3.5, 4, 4.
5,

in PVU; 4.5 to 5 interv-'al is filled in red) and integrated precipitation over ± 6-hour window (bo

1.
5,

5, 5.5, 6, 7

(bottom panels;
contour-values 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 20. 30, 40, 60 in mm; 5 to 8 interval filled in red) for 6 November 1997 00

UTC, (b) 7 November 1997 00 UTC. and (c) 8 November 1997 00 UTC.
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Here in addition two other events arc examined in some details :

• From 6th to 9th December 1996, the Aude and Hérault regions of southern France were

overwhelmed by heavy rainfalls (Fig. 3.8a). Notable was the westward, displacement of the

zone of heaviest rainfall over these three days (i.e. in a direction opposite io that, of the usual

mean-flow advection). However this unusual feature can easily be related to the unusual

structure of the upper-level flow. Maps of IPV show that ihe precursor-type streamer -

rather than being adverted eastward by the mean flow - develops into a broad cut-off over

the western Mediterranean. In doing so the orientation of the upper-level induced wind field

changes from southerly to south-easterly conforming to the closing of the cut-off cyclonic

circulation. Note that again the examination of ihe PAr distribution readily helps explain
the dynamical configuration and surface evolution of the precipitation system.

• From 7th to 9th November 1997 (Fig. 3.9). Spain and the Southern Alps were successively

subject to heavy precipitation. On 4 November 1997 (i.e. 3-4 days in advance) the IPV dis¬

tribution evidenced the presence of a precursor-type PV streamer off the coast of ihe United

Kingdom (Fig. 3.8b). On the 7th (Fig. 3.9). the streamer's structure appears somewhat dis¬

rupted, however it still exhibits significant coherency with a clear zone of strong upper-level

differential PV advection over Portugal and central Spain, lire drastic ascent that accompa¬

nies this feature consistently correspond to a /one of heavy rainfall over the very same area.

Twelve hours later, the locations of the streamer-remnants combine favourably to induce a

strong southerly flow from the Mediterranean towards the Alps. The précipitai ion signa¬

ture follows ihe eastern edge of the anomaly and expectingly peak on the Alpine southside

(see above). Further adverted by the mean flow the PV anomaly impact upon Italy arrd

south-eastern Europe on November 8th.

Further Remarks

The dynamical significance of PV-streamers relates to their intensity, structure and scale, and

location. The intensity and elongated structure favour a strong low-level velocity signal, and

the narrow lateral width implies that this signal will be mesoscale. Also, the comparatively slow

and stable evolution implies thai the low-level air stream is spatially and temporally coherent

(in contrast, io streamers that rotate significantly and break-up rapidly. Appenzeller et, al. 1996).
Finally the streamer's slow eastward advection enables the accompanying low-level flow io induce

significant and sustained moisi uro flux toward ihe Alpine ridge.

The foregoing features attest to the distinctiveness of the fore-mentioned streamers. Note further

that, of the four events analysed in the previous section only the South Ticino case exhibited

features akin to fee cyclogenesis. Thus the streamers constitute a dynamical link between the

large-scale flow evolution and the mesoscale storm. Thev contribute scminally to establishing
the ambient storm environment of a coherent and moist low-level airstream directed toward

the southern Alpine slopes and as such constitute a potent upper-level precursor signal for ihe

storms6 (Massacand et al. 1998).

DA ridei is that an adequate delineation of the strength and location of the PV-stieamcr might be a necessaiv

prerequisite for the accurate prediction of a storm
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3.2.2 The steering-wheel of seasonal precipitation

In the previous subsection, we established the link between individual events of heavy pre¬

cipitation and precursor-type PV streamers. Here wc wish to investigate the robustness and

reciprocity of this link and therefore examine monthly features. Wc compute monthly vahres

of (i) PV-anomaly frequency over a particular domarn and (ii) Alpine precipitation, for every

month of January/ April/ October in ihe period 1980-1995. Bach of these months reflects re¬

spectively features of winter, sprang and autumn l e. the three seasons over which meso-scale

precipitation systems dominai e over local ones.

The PV-anomaly frequency is defined as the frequency of occurence of 4-PVU cut-offs' in the

SPV field 6-hour distribution over a stipulated penotl; monthly PV-anomaly frequencies are

refered hereafter to as SPV4 .
The 4-PVU threshold value is prompted by its abrlity io capture

the presence of positive PV-anomalies of dynamical îdevance (e.g. PV-strcamers) arrd hence to

locate the zones most subject to PV-anomaly influence and in turn weather-systems over ihe

month consrdered.

The motivation for considering the PV-anomaly monihlv frequency rather than e.g. ihe PV

monthly mean or monthly variance stems from the need of quantifying the information above;
from that standpoint mean and variance quantities mcielv offer a qualitative insight. For dis¬

play, X1PV4 is produced in the form of maps that provide some indication of where in ihe North-

Atlantic /European region a cut-off is most likely io occur. An example is shown in big. 3.10,

SPV4

Fig. 3.10: October 1992 distributions of SPAY (left pancd, *100in%) and piecipitabon (right panel; in

mm/monlh) Averagmg-domams for SPV4 are outlined in bold dash; southern domain foi April and Octo¬

ber, southern arrd northern domains for Januaiv

YJPV4 is shown on the left panel and the monthly sum of precipitation on the right. Foi our

present purpose, we focus on restricted domains for both of ihe fields considered: the Alpine

legion8 for precipitation and south-western Europe0 for EPVi. The choice of south-western

Europe is prompted by the dynamical understanding gamed through the previous case-studies

(Section 3.2.1); m effect there is strong indication that this is the domain PV-anomalies have to

traverse in order to contribute to Alpme precrprtahon.

closed isohne of l-PVU

8m geographical coordinates [ 12 to 30' N 2 to!9°E] domain south of of the dashed line m Fig 3 10b

9m geographical coordinates [38
e

to 18" N 1(V W to 8"E] ef Fig 3 10a
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Monthly distributions of the two foregoing quantities are examined from a qualitative and quan¬

titative point of view. Qualitatively, the examination shows that high (low) precipitation in

the southern Alpine region corresponds to high (low) PAT-arromaly frequency over south-western

Europe (left, arrd right panels in Fig. 3.10). Quant itativelv. the degree of correspondance is eval¬

uated by the correlation between the two lime-series of ihe respective EPV4 and precipitation

domain-averages. The correlation is strong in April [r ^0 83] and October [r~0.88] (Fig. 3.11).
In January it is is somewhat less [r~0.69]. however it increases substantially [r~0.8] if one

extends the SPV4 averaging-domain to north-western Europe10.

This result, suggests that January Alpine precipitation aird April/October Alpine precipitation

typically relate to different upper-level configurations. Consistently observations indicate that

the geographical distribution of monthly precipitation markedly differ for April/Oclober and

January; whereas ihe former features a distinct maximum south of the Alps1J, the latler ex¬

hibits a more evenly-distributed pattern both to the north and south of the Alps (Frei and Schär

1998).

Inspecting individual months it can be noted that e.g. January 1991 and October 1991 exhibit

somewhat, a weaker relationship than the other months. However this feature does not question

the dynamical relevance of the overall relationship. In effect the thorough examination of the

6-hour PAr and precipitation distributions12 reveals that the high X1PV4 signals in January and

October 1991 relate to the extraordinary presence of a quasi-stationnary PV anomaly at the

western boundary of the integration domain. Located at the western boundary of the domain

(i.e. north of Portugal) the anomaly (arrd its induced low-level southerly how field) is too re¬

mote from ihe Alps to produce any substantial precipitation signal on their southern sitle; hence

whilst the anomaly - by virtue of its location - does contribute to the EPV4 signal there is no

corresponding response in the precipitation.

Dynamical interpretation

In April/October, precipitation is typically linked to the advection toward the western Mediter¬

ranean of a quasi north-sorrth aligned, elongated (precursor-type) PV anomaly which in turn

triggers ihe advection of moisture from the Mediterranean toward the Alps (cf. previous section).
For such events precipitation occurs mainly on the Alpine south-side. In January, on ihe oiher

hand there is a substantial contribution from broader and possibly, but not, necessarily (don-

gated PV-anomalies adverted towards the northern-side of the Alps (winter Atlantic cyclones);
these appear to form and mature along the North-Atlantic storm track to reach in turn the

northern-Alpine region and possibly the southerrr-Alpine side in a secondary phase (e.g. cut-off

and their connection to Ice-cyclogenesis). The accompanying precipitation signature is then

likely to cover part of the Alpine north- and/or south-side.

Seasonal dependency

In Sert ion 3.2.1, the origin of ihe moisture involved in heavy precipitation was showrr io be mostfy

Mediterranean, thai, is local (cf. backward trajectories Fig. 3.7 and Table 3.1). Considering
that extratropieal storms typically store, over their earlv stage of development, 70 io 75 % of ihe

moisture that will eventually precipitate out over their mature stage, in a region possibly several

thousand of kilometers away (Trenberth 1998a). this result may appear as unexpected.

"An geographical coordinates [38
°

to 59
"

N 10" V* to 8 °E], < f Fig 3 10a

uthe correlations above remains as strong with the precipitation domain extended to the north-Alpine region

[48° to 57 °N, -liVW to 8°E]
12even/ single lanuarv, April, arrd October month m the period 1980-1993 was examined in dot ails
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January 1980-1995

e

Western Europe Frequency

Alpine Precipitation

80 81 8? 83 84 85 86 8" 88 89 QO 91 92 0 ^ 94 95

veir

f S

April 1080-191)5

correlation 0 83

—— South western Europe Frequency

Southern-Alpine Precipitation

81 82 83 84 8*; 86 87 8^ m QO 91 92 93 94 OS

Ya>U

October 10S0-L005

South western Europe Frequency
^-y it hern-Alpine Preciprtation

80 81 82 81 R4 85 8n 87 88 R9 90 11 ^2 ^ 9f 95

Year

Fig. 3.11: Time scries of domain-averaged monthly precipitation (dashed line) and EPV4 frequency (solid
line) for January (top), April (middle), and October (bottom) in the period 1980-L995; domains outlined in

Fig. 3.10, note that different domains applv to January and April/October.
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However it should be recognized that the nature of heavy precipitation storms is different.

Whereas North Atlantic cyclones typically initiate off of Newfoundland (as a baroclinic insta¬

bility), heavy precipitation storms only initiate as they reach the Alpine region (where the

upper-level induced southerly flow encounters favourable surface conditions i.e. Mediterranean

moisture supply and towards the North, strong vertical forcing linked to the Apennines/Alpine

orography).

With regard to a possible seasonal dependency oi the PV-anomalios/Alpinc precipitation link,

the comparable degree of correlation in all of the three periods considered indicates that there

is little (Fig. 3.11). This is not to say however that the Alediterranean seasonal conditions

(e.g. sea-surface tempérai ures SST's) have no influence upon Alpine precipitation. Whereas the

advection of the PV anomaly provides the dynamical mechanism that triggers the development
of the precipitation system, features of the seasonal Mediterranean climatology13 are likely to

modulate the amount of precipitation. In effect, changes in the Mediterranean temperatures

tend not to influence the number of precipitation systems in the Alpine region but rather the

amount of rain associated with them.

Moreover comparison of Y!PA74 and precipitation absolute values in Fig. 3.11 reveals that EPV4

is generally higher in April than in October, and monthly precipitation inversely lower in April
than in October. Monthly Mediterranean sea-smdaee tempeiatures exhibit no consistent tem¬

poral correlation with precipitation averages either in October or April (not shown). In months

of high (low) upper-level activity (i.e. EPV4). it is conceivable that high (low) Mediterranean

SST's reinforce (weaken) the associated precipitation signal. Also, in connection with climate

change one could imagine that a change in the Alediterranean SST's could influence the strength
of Alpine précipitai ion systems by modulating the amount of moisture transported toward the

Alps (such a process would be consistent with recent numerical results of Schär et al. 1998).

Conclusion and Driving questions

In conclusion, interannual variations in ihe intensity of the PV-anomaly frequency (EPV4 ) arc

integral io temporal fluctuations of the Alpine precipitation. This result has a physical interpre¬
tation in that a meso-scale precipitation system in the Alpine region is typically associated with

the advection of a PV-anomaly at upper-tropospheiic levels; the extent to which the anomaly

triggers precipitation processes depends on its intensity, structure, location and movement.

With regard to the intensity of the PV-anomaly frequency, an intriguing feature is the amplitude
of its interannual variation (compare for instance October 1993 with October 1994, Fig. 3.11).
Questions related io the understanding of interannual variability are at the heart of the subse¬

quent chapters.

"summer-following Oetobei month is likcb to be more favourable to large latent heat fluxes at the sea surface

than wmter-followmg month Apnl, or Januar \



Chapter 4

On the Large-scale Development of

Stratospheric Intrusions

In the previous chapter, a physical and statistical link was established between stratospheric
intrusions and Alpine precipitation. Here, the objective is to identify and understand the type

of synoptic flow setting that favours/inhibits the formation of stratospheric intrusions, first on

a daily time-scale and second on a monthly time-scale.

4.1 Case study of a precursor-type streamer

The precursor-type streamers under consideration are distinctive structures of intruded high-
PV stratospheric air. They typically extend north-south from the British Isles to ihe western

Mediterranean and exhibit specific spatial features - narrow (~ 500 km), deep (~4km) and

elongated (~ 2000 km) (see Section 3.2.1). In this section, we examine the processes involved in

their initiation and formation, and investigate in particular ihe case of Brig (Switzerland, 22-

24 September 1993) on the basis of diagnostic analyses, trajectory calculations, and numerical

experiments.

A distinctive large-scale setting

An insight into the Brig streamer's temporal evolution is provided by ihe four-day sequence of

the 320 K IPV distribution prior the event (Fig. 4.1). The hemispheric PV-vicwing is instructive

in terms of understanding the large-scale circulation that leads to the formation of the precursor-

type streamer. At the time of the event (23 September) the PV anomaly takes ihe form ol the

foredescribed streamer over western Europe. Four davs before the event (19 September), the PV

anomaly forms a broad trough over North Atlantic which as time proceeds gradually elongates
and evolves into a long north-south oriented streamer.

Notable in this evolution is the presence of a major negative PV-anomaly on the western and

the eastern side of the streamer. Each is associated with a strong anticyclonic circulation that

forms a distinctive large-scale setting for the streamer. This feature prompts questions related

to the dynamical role arrd origin of this setting.

37
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Fig. I 1 Northern hemispheric distribution of P\ at 320k at four time points 19 September 1993

12 1UC, 20 September 1993 12 I IC 22 September 1993 12 I 11 (plus wind sectors at 320k) and 2i

September 1993 12 L LC

The "North-Atlantic cyclone''

In or der (o mvestigate these questions we trace buk in time ur-parcels thai strongly contribute

to the negative anomaly l e panels with PV-\aluos smaller than 1 PVU Ilatkwatd fiajcc lories

(Section 2 3 2) were started ou 22 September ^LTC bom both the western and eastern anomalv

areas (regions A and 13) Results are displued m 1 ig 12 Tu both rases parcels are ad\ected

noithwards by a strong culonit flow held that rati be related m the western area (o a broad

PV trough and m the eastern area to the siteamer itself Inspection of the parcels numerical

histoiy reveals that whereas the ached ion otcuts adiabaticalh m the easfein area (potential
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PV at 320 K 22 September 1993 12 UTC - 84 hrs backward traieclories; from regions A and B

Fig. 4.2: PV distribution at 320K on 22 September 1993 12UTC (left panel); and -84 hours backward

trajectories started on 22 September 1993 12UTC from regions A and B (right panel)

temperature (~310K), specific humiditv. and pressure (~ 450 hPa) values roughly constant),
and strong diabatic processes intervene in the western area. Parcels arise from a mean elevation

of 900 hPa to 300 hPa in three and a half davs Concomitantlv, specific humidiiy chops from 11

g/kg to ~0 g/kg and potential iemperatuie uses from 296K io 322K.

The latter result points to a strong condensational lole over Northern Atlantic influencing the

formation oi the western anomaly. A tentative mteipretation is that the energy liberated by
condensation allows the subtropical low-PV values to cross the successive theta-layers and hence

to be transported from the boundary layer to the tropopause region. Such a condensational pro¬

cess could enhance the amplitude, as well as the northward extension, of a negative anomaly

initiated by adiabatie northward advection of sub-tropical PAr To help assess the effective con¬

tribution of the latter process we undertake a numeiical experiment based upon the comparison

of a full-physics simulation of the streamer development (control-run) with a dry-physics one

(in which all moisture-related processes were i timed off)

The model is the limited area version of the Fairopa Alodel (56km horizontal resolution, see

Section 2 3.3) and the control run of ihe present case compares well with ECMWF analyses.

Comparison of the control and the dry run is based on the examination of two complementary
fields: the mean potential vorticity distribution1 m the 150-500 hPa layer (SPV) and the low-

level wind (norm of the zonal and meridional velocity at 800 hPa). The control run is shown

for three different fime-poinis (upper panels ol Figs. 1 3 and 4 4) with its dry-iun counterpart

(lower panels). Both simulations were started on the 20th 00 UTC.

Consider first ihe SPV distribution (Fig. 1 3). On the 22nd 00UTC control and dry inns look

similar (two left panels). On ihe 23rd 00UTC. significant differences appear : the western nega¬

tive anomaly in the dry run is much weakei (not shown on ihe figure) and the southern part of

the streamer has not developed (two middle panels). Finally on the 24th 00UTC (aiound the

time of heaviest precipitation) theie is no streamer featine wdiatsoever over Europe (lower right
panel) i.e. ihe streamer development does not occur m dry simulation conditions.

'Possible contributions within the di\ run of PV fossilized at the tunc of the diabatic-proccs^cs turn-off were

set aside m the light of relevant vertical PV eioss-sections
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SPV FULL physics EPV 1 CI L physics EPV FULL physics

Fig. 4.3: Distribution of vertically-integrated PV (EPV m PVU) m the full-physics run (1 e. control-run;
ripper panels) and the dry-physics run (lower panels) at three time points (a) 22 September 1993 00 UTC

(+48 hours aftei the start of the simulation); (b) 23 September 1993 00 UTC (+72); (c) 24 September
1993 00 UTC (+96)

Consider now the corresponding lower-level siination (800-hPa): just as lor the PV, (ho two

wind disiributions are first veiy similar (Fig. 4 4 two left panels), however on the 23rd/24th
sharply contrasted: - the strong low-level southerly winds that serve to advect moisiure from

the Mediterranean to the Alpine region are not present m the dry run. To further emphasize
these features, we examine the difference between ihe conti ol and the dry run (not shown). On

the 22nd no major differences appear except over ihe western negative-anomaly area which is

already much weaker. On the 23rd/24th on the other hand, the difference is so strong that, it

corresponds at upper-level to the streamer itself and at lower-level io the low-level jet (ihe latter

follows the south and eastern flank of the streamer).

Concluding remarks

The first, concluding point is that, in the absence of the PV-streamer development over North

Atlantic, no significant low-level development occuis south of the Alps (and no heavy precipita¬
tion forms). This result lends fiuthei support to Section 3 2 1

The second point is that the North Atlantic formation and development of the PV-sireamer is

influenced by that of a broad and intense negative anomaly upstream; m effect in ihe diy run

the upstream negative anomaly is not present and theie is no significant streamer elongation.
FYom a dynamical standpoint this result can be interpreted as follows : As the negative anomaly
forms over the North Atlantic ii develops a strong anticyolomc circulation that, acts to advect

stratospheric air southwards and downwards on its forward's side The intrusion of stratospheric
air is accompanied by cyclonic circulation that acts to advect ttopospheiic air northwards and

upwards on its forwardY flank, leading to the formation of a second negative anomaly over north-
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Vri OCTTY M 700 hPa I ULT physics VFI 0CI1Y it SO) 1 P\ 1 Uli physics VrLOCITY at 800hP . rUT r physics

(a) 22 Scptcmboi 1991 00 I 1 C (b) 23 Scptcmbu im 00 l f C (c) 21 Scptembei 1993 00 UTC

VELOGI r\ it 800 hPi DTOpinsis VELOCITY U » )11 nRphvun VELOCITY it 800 1 P > DRY physics

Fig 4 4 Same as Fig 4 3 for total hoiizontal \clouf\ at 800 hPa ((u2 b v2)1 2
m m/s)

cm central Emope downstream of the streamei Etna two majoi negative anomalies straddles

the streamer, one stietchmg the streamei southwaids (western anomaly) and the other blocking
the streamei's laige scale advection (eastern side) (see I ig 11) In short, the combined effect

of strong negative anomalies over both Greenlmd and Scandinavia provides the ideal sheai en-

vnonment and hence synoptic-scale setting - loi the sfieamer elongation/development Note

that beside the elongation oi the streamei itself the large amplitude and noiihwaid extension of

the western anomaly triggers the cut-off of the incident sticamer from ihe stiatospheiic body,
this featrue has implications upon its residence time over south-western Europe and thus upon

the persistence of the piccipitation south of the Ups

The thud and final concluding point is that the bioad and intense negative anomaly over North¬

ern Atlantic is pait ol a strongly diabaticalh-adm culone that developed on September 21st

- some 60 hours befoie heavy precipitation octmed south of ihe Alps
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4.2 Time mean and variance fields

Distinctive synoptic-scale settings are linked to the development of distinctive sub-synoptic/
meso-scale stratospheric intrusions (cf. previous section). Here we build upon this statement

and examine the large-scale monthly patterns associated with high (respectively low) frequency

of stratospheric intrusions over western Europe foi Januarv. April and October in ihe period
1980-1997.

January, April, October 1980-1997

Four PV-clerivcd parameters are used for the analysis, one of which was described previously

(SPV4 ,
see Section 3.2.2). The three others (SPY! .

PV@320K - mean, and PV^320K - var')
are introduced next.

Analogously to EPV4
,
SPVI is defined as the frequency of occurence of 1-PVU cut-offs2 in the

SPV field 6-hour distribution. However in contrast to SPV1
.
SPV I encompasses cut-off struc¬

tures that enclose tropospheric air (and not stratospheric air). SPVI is therefore indicative

of negative PV-anomaly frequency rather than positive, The emphasis given to SPV1 struc¬

tures relies on indications that these are important factors in the synoptic-scale development of

stratospheric intrusions (as for instance in the Brig-case). Moreover the intensity and general
distinctiveness of EPVl frequency suggests that negative PV-anomalics arc not, merely neutral

components of the flow but strongly influential.

The two remaining variables are PV@320K - mean and PVid>320K var. The former describes

the monthly mean of isentropic potential vorticitv on the 320 K surface computed from 6-hour

distributions^. This quantity is indicative of the low-frequency features of the upper-tropospheric
flow or planetary waves. Its structure is analysed m parallel with that of the accompanying vari¬

ance field PV@320K var. This quantity is a measure of the dispersion around the mean and

serves as an indicaior for high-frequency variability and hence for the location and intensity of

weather-system aciiviiy: it also brings some dynamical significance to the PV-mean patterns as

it provides a useful insight into the associated daily weather patterns.

The diagnostic quantities described above were computed for each January, April and Octo¬

ber in the period 1980-1997. Inspection of individual years suggests the existence of recurrent

patterns1 and it is notable that the recurrence of these patterns correlates with that of high

(respectively low) SPV4 over western Europe and precipitation in the Alpine region (see Sec¬

tion 3.2.2). Overall there is some indication that there are few markedly different, patterns
for each month considered and thai some clear pattern ivpes can be distinguished. Below we

provide a qualitative description of these types0 (Tables 4.1, 4.2, and 1.3) and summarize the

type-features in the form of composites (Figs. 4.5 and 1.6). The January period falls into four-

types; April and October into two types. Note that for April three vears (1985, 1990 and 1995)
remain unclassifiable; two for October (1984 and 1994).

"closed isohne of 1-PYU

YiotP that the 320K isosiirfacc slopes down from the polar stratosphere to the mid-latitude troposphere and

ryprcally intersects the tropopause m Januarv, similarly the 323 K surface does m April and Ociobcr

4i c the respective structures oi PYÔ320K mean. PV<ï320K - \ai ,
SPY 1 and SPV 1 appear similar

'this type classification inherently bears elements of Mibiectiutv
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1984 1S86 1988 1394 1995

PVO320K mean

1980 1181, 198B 1985 19

PV@320K mean

I))' 199b 1997

PV a «OK - mean

1983 1989 1990 1991 1991

PV@320K - mean

PVIPO20R - \ »l P\ >320k - vu P\ 1 OK - t

<4

U^\2~2

PVO320K - e n

C^ö i / ify\ I

Ù/ YYy

Xt~0_Js—r\

Frg 4 5 Composites of Tanuarv accordmg to the classification m Table 4 I below Year categories arc

m columns and rnclude the following variables P\ »320K - mean (upper panels, m PVU) PV@320K -

var (mrddle upper panels, m PVU) SPV4 (mrddle lower panels, * 100 m %), SPV I (lower panels, *100 m

Table 4 1 Jamim npts PYO 1907

1984 IQ''! os fit J'0'

P\ i320k racin

P\ »320k - vai

NPV4

EPVl

yPV4 o\u western Lmopt

( md Alpine precipitation)

-mnil ttow from New if in 111 i i nit-, i nti ll 1 uropc

zonal band of strong \ n i t üonc the jet stictm avis

distinct north west so i h ( ist si^n si Kloss North Ulmtic

strong signal over cen i ü \tl mtie piticiintiilh cciituid o\cr 40° iititudc

high

1980 lasi 1 iv /M 198/

negative anomily ( Ulti \cl , i c) Hilling o^cr c< nti il Vtlintic

spread out all over I\< ith \tl ntit md 1 inopt ol mild intensity

strong sign ü south o{ Giccnlm i th it we ikens horn the longitude ol leelind

broid sign il over eentrü Vtlinîie n( lh o ith extension i ithci thin wc y t is!

middh high

PV o 320k me m

P\ o 320k \ n

~> P\4

fp\ i

yp\ 1 o\ei wistein 1 mope

(ant Ylpme pueipit iti n)

!))-> 1991 1 19"

PV 3>0k mi m

P\ c 300k v ll

hl \ 1

" P\ I

yPVl o\ct western Fuiope

(and Mpmo pi capitation)

In lid ne g Une mom ih th it co\< is \ si ll V111 it i c

eonipn m\( h smoothed md mostK o\ei y ith V 1 mtie scctoi

zone t lit ut\ e t'nr ( intmed to \ustun \t mtie oi south wistein Puiope
zene it ti m extends fi im eentr il \tl mtie 11 t he NoithSci

middh leu

I 18 i 1)8) 1)90 1991 I'DJ

PVfii320k me m

P\ >320k -Mt

\\ \ 1

5.PM
N P\ 1 o\ei western ] mepe

( m 1 VipiiK pieeipit men

11 s\ s ckiiited noithw ml e ist of CTieenlind mto S( mdmavii

hiend > tit ehstmet bind of \ irimce o\ci noitlmn latitudes exclusively

/ n il bin 1 (cnfine 1 to tin n rthtl n 1 Citudes done, the CO pullel
/ nlsi.mil outh e t the VP\ 1 b mci m is n nti d \tj mtie md most ot Luropi
ÎOV,
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1981 1983 1986 1989

1993 1994

PVP320K mean

1980 198g 1984 1987

1988 1991 199S 1996 1997

PV@320K - mean

1980 1981 1982 1987

1988 1990 1991 1992 1993

PVQ320K moan

1983 1985 1986 1989

1995 1996 1997

PVO320K - mean

Fig 4 6' Same as Fig 4 5 foi Aptrl and October (two left columns and right columns respectively) 4c

cordmg to the classifications in Tables 1 2 k, 4 3 below

Table 12 Vpnl tvpes 10S0 1097

1981 19H3 1 O 1)^1 1 ))
•

I9j
IV I'Ok mem

P\ ) 320k i ll

PV 1

PA 1

noith south elongate i tr ii,h e\cr 1 it ipi

spread oui vamnee \ i \ h \tlmtic md rntopt pt ikmp on the western

side of the tiotigh

miMiiiiim ficqticnci oui n th \ es tin 1 mope

distinct sign U ui centrü Ncrth Vtlmtii
^ PV 1 i\ci south western Lutopc high

(md Vlpmt piieipit mon)

t 110 111' DSj 11\/ !)<•'• 11),. 1)1 1991 1997

PV O320K mein

PV<Q>320k v n

LPV1
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yPV 1 oui suilh westein im \ t

(ml Vlpinc î ree pit men)

descent se ith cistot \ wf m 11ml iichmg mtici clonic illy ovei Noith Ad Initie
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ti id bind strttchiig n thw udsfum Vwloimlmd into the Noith Sc i
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nixiimim ici et ltr I nit stt i i \ nth Vtlintic

T-ihtt 1 Î October tvpis L9S() 1997

1)80 i?W j0<O l)y/ (I','. 1>)0 mi y?y ll)i

1 V

PV«

N PV

S 1>\

'-PV

1 md
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POk vu

1
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1 r ) id mel m t un s gn il m unk lltng t he \ ( st( m ( dgc of the tiouph
uidcspicad ictiutc oui northein \cith Vtlmtic mel noith western 1 uiope
tw distinct sign us broid o\tl ecntl il Mcith Vthntie md elong it«! o\oi Russia

i mu south western Lmopt Ii gh

Vlpme pre cipit iti nit

in I )\ /if ii^/ni tin i >)7
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Inter-seasonal variability

The patterns described above evidence some specific seasonal features. For instance in Octo¬

ber, EPVl composites show the favourable monthly synoptic-scale setting for high PV-anomaly
frequency over south-western Europe (SPY4. see Table 4.3 above and Section 3.2.2) to consist

of a significant persistent negative PV-anomaly over central North Atlantic and north-eastern

Europe (note that this result corroborates that of the Brig case-study (Section 4.1) and under¬

lines its general relevance). In April on the other hand, composites exhibit, over eastern Europe
no marked anticyclone comparable in frequency with that of October. This feature might be

related to the typical structure of April PV-anomalies. In effect observations indicate that April
anomalies are typically more intense and less coherent than Octobers i.e. less likely to induce

downstream the northward advection of sub-tropical PV (cf. process related to the formation

of the eastern negative PV-anomaly in Section 4.1). Such negative anomalies can in turn per¬

sist, over a substantial period of time (Hoskins et al. 1985) and hence be further advected over

Eurasia as part, of the mean flow (Massacand 1995).

Similarly in January, typical conditions tend not to sustain elongated coherent PV-structures

(especially precursor-type streamers), In Chapter 6. consideration is given to the physical un¬

derstanding of these inter-seasonal variations.



Chapter 5

On Planetary-scale

Upper-tropospheric Flow

Dynamical aspects of stratospheric intrusions development over the Noith Atlantic and Europe

suggest, that development processes are linked to the large-scale dynamics of the enthe hemi¬

sphere (see previous chapter). Here, we examine the possible existence of relationships with

hemispheric planetary-scale dynamics from both a diagnostic and statistical point of view, and

thus move from the consideration of the Noith-Atlantic/European sector to that of the North¬

ern hemisphere; in the process we also move irom ECMWF 6-hour time resolution data to

NCEP monthly means data (see Section 2.2) and therefore do not compute variance fields any

more (as in the previous section) but gradient ones (indeed the former fields require the high
time-resolut ion of the ECMWF data1).

PV@320k - mean PVs«>K _ gl«limit PV @ J20K - v«i

Fig. 5.1: January 1987 northern-hemispheric distribution of PV3>320K - mean (left, panel), PVS>320K -

gradient (mrddle pancd), and PY&320K - var (right panel)

Hence the two field quantities used here aie PVd,]20K mean (Section 4.2) and PV(d,320K

gradient (the gradient2 of the PV mean distiibution ai 320K). By virtue of ils definition,
the PVP320K - gradient field highlights zones ol shaipest PV transition that are indicative

of the polar, mid-latitude and/or sub-tropical rot-streams (cf. Shapiro et al. 1999; Davies and

Rossa 1998); hence it is intrinsic to the development of mid-latitude weather-systems and its

distribution is consistently similar to the two vanancc field distributions previously considered

bhe hemispheric PV-S320K - vai held shovui m Fig ï 1 is m this respect a sample denved from ECMWF data

for the sake of comparison

2heie is meant the norm oi the vectoi gradient fat P\~ äJ2()K,nnn)2 -+ (à„P\ "320 AY can)2] -

16
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(SPV4 and PV@320K - var, Sections 3.2.2 & 4.2). Whilst the variance of the mean-PV field

(PVQ320K - var ) reveals the location and intensity of weather-system activity, the gradient de¬

notes the regions favourable for weather-system development (or storm track); the two fields are

compared for January 1987 in Fig. 5.1. Also the PV@320K - gradient field structure is related

to that, of the PV@320K mean field (il is derived from if) consistently also with numerical and

observational studies thai, associate the organization of midlatitude storm tracks with changes
in the low-frequency circulation patterns (e.g. Lau 1988. Trenberth and Hurrcll 1994. Branstator

1995, Lin and Derome 1997). Aspects of these two field interrelationships are commented upon

below.

The PV@320K - gradient field exhibits band-like features, usually organized in north-south

dipoles of opposite signs, and zonally extending across the Pacific and Atlantic Oceans, pos¬

sibly penetrating into Northern America, Europe and the Middle East; these typically follow

the northern (southern) edges of PV@320K - mean anomalies. Moreover wherever positive
PV@320K - mean anomalies depart from the long-term mean structure (1980-1996: Fig. 5.3),
and increase the PV intensity over the area, the gradient generally increases (decreases) on the

southern (northern) flank of this very area. Hence PV®320K - gradient anomalies typically fol¬

low the boundary, mostly zonally. of the PYd320K - mean anomalies centers displayed above.

Whereas a single anomaly yields two north-south aligned zonal bands of alternating sign, a

north-south PV@320K - meandipole yields three (with the middle band, corresponding to the

zone of confluence in the PV@320K - mean and having thus the highest intensity).

5.1 Diagnostic analyses - January, April, October

Monthly mean PV-distributions (January. April, and October in the period 1980-1996, see

Appendix B) exhibit some distinctive interannual variations over North Atlantic/Europe and/or
the Pacific. Nevertheless some years do appear to have common planetary features over the

entire hemisphere (e.g. January 1985 fr 1987. 1986 k 1988. and 1989 & 1990 (Fig, 5.2); April
1981 & 1992; and October 1992& 1993) and it is noteable that these year-pairs correspond to

sub-classes of types previously identified for the North Atlantic/European sector in Section 4.2.

The existence of recurrent hemispheric planetaiv-seale patterns points to (i) the global character

of upper-tropospheric patterns and (ii) the limited variability of the planetary-scale upper-

tropospheric flow. This suggests that, in spite of the non-linear and chaotic nature of atmospheric
behaviour, some processes dominate the large-scale evolution of the upper-tropospheric flow.

Januatv 1085 Jonuaiy 1087 laninix 1Q«1 lanuaivlOOO

Fig. 5.2: Northern-hemispheric distiibution of PV§>320K-mean for January (a) 1985. (b) 1987, (c)!989,
and (d) 1990.
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Long-term mean and variance over [1980-1996]

Examining aspects of interannual variability, we analyse below the long-term mean [1980-1996]

along with the variance of the long-term mean itself. A description of the pattern distinctive

features is given.

January (Fig. 5.3; first column)

PV@320K - mean The long-term mean distribution (upper panel) reveals large-scale troughs
over Asia, America, and to a lesser extent, Europe; deviations from this mean (middle upper

panel) arc mainly over the eastern North Pacific, British Columbia, and the northern parts of

North Atlantic and central Europe. The latter stretches northwards and eastwards from the

south of Greenland into eastern Europe and is a reflection of the Atlantic storm-track region.

PV@320K - gradient, The long-term mean (middle lower panel) features two distinct, bands

of sharp intensity over the eastern Pacific (Japan) and over eastern America/western Atlantic

(Newfoundland); note the ridge north of the Rockies range and the splitting over Europe (cï.
storm track and jet stream shifts typically associated with the North Atlantic region). Major

zones of variance (lowermost, panel) comprise central Pacific (highly structured downstream

of Japan) and the northern Atlantic (two axis downs!ream of Newdbundland), with minimal

variance in Asia and the polar Pacific.

April (Fig. 5.3; second column)

PV@325K - mean In the long-term mean the major troughs over Asia and America are less

prominent than in January; as is the ridge over the Gulf of Alaska. On lire other hand there

is a marked trough over Europe. Zones of highest variance form a wave-like pattern within the

40-60° band, the wave signal extends from the eastern Pacific.

PV@325K - gradient One distinct band of sharp intensity stands out, in the long-term mean,

stretching from Kazhakstan to the western coast of the US along the 40° latitude, peaking in

intensity upstream of Japan. The intensity is lower over the US continent, and hardly discernable

over the North Atlantic. Major zones of variance are broad and intense over the central Pacific

(multi-axis structure downstream of Japan) and eastern America.

October (Fig. 5.3; third column)

PV@325K - mean The long-term mean has a significant circumpolar structure that contrasts

with January, with no marked large-scale trough nor ridge. Zones of highest, variance cover

British Columbia and central North Atlantic (south of Greenland) extending into the North

Sea, Scandinavia, Northern Russia and further downstream, Siberia.

PVQ325K - gradient In the mean a circumpolar gradient structure follows that of the PV@325K

- mean
, exhibiting maximae downstream of Japan, ewer the Gulf of Alaska and upstream/downs¬

tream of Newfoundland. Major zones of variance are composed of sparse areas of comparatively
intense activity ewer Mandchoury, eastern Pacific-western US and central North Atlantic. Traces

of activity are also evident along the 40-60
°

band with a minimum over Asia.
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5.2 Statistical analyses - January, April, October

The results above point to the limited variability of the atmosphere and to the recurrence from

year to year of some upper-tropospheric patterns. In the present section, we wish to objectively

analyse these patterns. To this end we undertake a series of statistical analyses based on the

Principal Component Analysis (PCA) of two selected fields (PV-P320K - mean and PV(â320K

- gradient) for the months of January, April and October in the period 1980-1996; the PCA

yields an orthogonal basis of so-called Empirical Orthogonal Functions (EOFs), each of which

accounts for part of the field variability (expansion coefficients (scores) are indicative of the

pattern amplitude in a particular year, see Section 2.3.1).

January

The PCA reveals that, for both fields, PV#320K - mean and PV@320K - gradient, three EOFs

suffice to explain at least ~80% of the variability (Fig. 5.5 and 5.6). As mentioned above the

two foregoing fields have a direct physical link and the columns in Fig. 5.5 are arranged as pairs

of EOFs whose interannual variations are most highly correlated (correlation coefficients are

given in Fig. 5.5, except for April EOFl k EOF3 for which the correlation is not, significant);
this selection is supported by a Singular Value Decomposition of pairs of the fields to identify
their statistically coupled patterns of variability (not shown). Below we provide a description of

these EOF structures:

PV@320K mean

The two leading EOFs, E0F1(44% of the variability explained) and EOF2(28%), replical c/captu
-re the signatures of two well-known atmospheric patterns : The Pacific - North American (PNA)
pattern and the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) (see Sec!ion 1.1.2). Strong similarities appear

in the pattern structures and the comparison of 1980-1995 time-series shows that the January

NP and NAO indices correlate significantly with the scores of EOFl and EOF2 (-0.7 and

0.88 respectively) (Fig. 5.4). With regard to the NAO, this result indicates that there exists

in the tropopause heigh! an oscillation whose structure is similar to, and whose phase varies in

harmony with, that, of the surface pressure signatiue. Aloreover the PV-defined patterns exhibit a

somewhat richer structure than those defined in terms of geopotcntial height (or surface pressure)
(e.g. Wallace and Gutzler 1981: Hurrell 1995). In effect whereas the PV-defined PNA extends

into the North Atlantic/European sect or, with a broad center over central North A! lantic (and
a weaker signal over south-eastern Europe), the NAO signature is composed a triangle rather

PV@J20K EOF

NP ndex

82 83 84 85 86 u~ 88 8« 90 91 92 93 9<- 3-.

Fig. 5.1: January time-scries of (1) PV5320K - mean EOFl and North Pacific (NP) index (left panel)
and (ii) PV@320K - meanEOF2 and North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) index (right panel).
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PV@320K - gradient :

The PV@320K - gradient configuration (EOF2 25%; Fig.5.5) accompanying the PNA-like PV

pattern reveals one southerly-weighted dipole over the Pacific whose polarity is reversed over the

US (note that these features are consistent with results by Trenberth and Hurrcll (1994) and Lin

and Derome (1997) that show winters of low NP index value (i.e. typically of strongly positive

PNA) to be associated with a southward shift in the storm track activity over North Pacific and

reduced activity over North America). A markedly strong structure is also depictable over the

North Atlantic. The latter zonally stripes the area with three bands of alternating sign over

Northern Greenland, along the Newfoundland-UK axis, and the 40° latitude that eventually

forms a west-east dipole over the Alediterranean sea.

With regard to the NAO-associated gradient-EOF (EOFl 26%), one somewhat, stronger dipole

can be identified over the Pacific- with a marked zonal band cyclonically arching into the Gulf

of Alaska towards the western US. Two other distinct clipole-sets are evident over, and to the

south of, the Newfoundland area and Northern Atlantic. Isolated signals also zonally extend off

Marocco and across the Alediterranean. This structure is consistent with first the location of the

PV@320K - meanPAr anomalies, NAO-like commented above, and second with the dynamical
features typically associated with the NAO (shift of the storm tracks and jet-stream locations;

Hun-ell 1995; Lamb and Peppier 1987).

Such meridional alignments of PV@320K - gradient band anomalies are also typical of the MAT

structure (EOF3 21%). Two of them can be depicted; one along the longitude of the Alaska Gulf

and the other west of the Greenwich Meridian, iwo tail-end regions of the Pacific and Ailantic

storm tracks respectively. In both cases, the band anomalies penetrate significantly eastward

into the North American and European continents and thus point to the significance of this

PV@320K - gradient,structure with regard to the latter continental regions.

April

PV@325K - mean : Similarly to January, three EOFs stand out. The shape of the anomaly
centers is less circumpolar however and the intensity lower. This yields smoother-looking pic¬

tures than those of January over the Northern Hemisphere in general and over the North-

Atlantic/European sector in particular (Fig. 5.5). The first EOF (34%) is mainly composed of a

polar anomaly encompassed by a broad 40-60" band of opposite sign. This structure has max-

imae over, and south of, the Gulf of Alaska as well as noith west, and east, of Newdbundland.

The North Atlantic/European sector makes exception however with an anomaly arching anti-

cylonically from the Polar region into Europe. The second EOF (19%) is taken as this season's

mid-latitude anomaly train (MAT). The Avave extends from the Pacific with a broad and intense

anomaly stretching from one coast to the other. Eastward centers of alternating sign succeed to

one another within !he 40-60' band: Canada, central North Atlantic, western Europe, south¬

eastern Europe, north-western China, north-eastern China. The third EOF (f8%) features three

close smaller-scale alternating centers over the Pacific and North America. Three other distinct,

centers link the south of Greenland to t he Norwegian sea and central Soviet Union. Note that

the scale and intensity of the latter is much larger than that of the former.

PV@325K gradient : The gradient configuration closely follows thai of the PV®325K-mcan.

North-south dipoles of intense anomaly bands can be depicted over the Pacific and Northern

America (EOFl 29%, EOF2 23%. EOF4 12% of the PV<@325K gradient corresponding to

the EOFl. EOF2, and EOF3 of the PVd,325K mean respectively). However the general co¬

herency of the patterns is less than in January and the gradient configuration over the North

Atlantic/European sector weaker and sparser. In this respect, only EOF2 (and EOF2 in the

PVP320K - mean) exhibit significant coupling (r ~0.63).
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October

PV@325K - mean Again three EOFs stand out In EOFl (13%) Hie oigamsation ol the

centers is typical of a mid-lafitucle anomaly tram (MAI) with five cleai centers latitudinally-
confined wrthm the 40-60 °bancl and alternating bom central Noithcin Pacific to Russia (see fot

comparison January EOF3 and \pnl rOb2 of the PVPY20K mean and PV@325K - mean

resp ) The second EOF (21%) lea!tues Hiiee smallei-scale centers zonally aligned ovei the

Pacific and Noith Amené a Nolo that the middle centei appeals to extend horn Bi itish Columbia

into the Polai legion Ovei Noith Vtlanfic a bioad ttiangtilai-sliaped anomaly extends south

of Gieenland followed downstieam by two otliei centeis omi noithein Russia and southern

Sibena The thud EOF (18%) exhibits a polai anomaly cutumpolated by a bioad 40-60 band

ol opposite sign, up to the Noith Ytlantu/European legion where a clear north-south dipole
can be ideniified

PV@325K giadienl The three leading LOFs (44% 20% andll%icsp) aie composed of

gradient bands whose intensity is consistent with thai of the P\ &325K mean anomalv-ccnleis

and whose intei-annual \aiiations stiongh, conclate with those of P\ P?325K - mean





Chapter 6

Link with European Weather

6.1 Weather Regimes

In the previous secdion, EOF-analyses of the hemispheric PV field were undertaken for the

months of January, April and October, and results indicate that in each case the three leading
EOFs capture the essence of the flow variability (~80% of variance explained; see Fig. 5.5). Here,
we focus on these hemispheric patterns significance for the North-Aflantic/Europcan sector, and

relate their structure to European weather regimes and European precipitation in particular.

January

Over the North Allan!ic/European sector, EOF contlimitions to the PV field can be interpreted
as follows (Fig. 5.5) :

1) EOFl (PNA) : a west/east dipole composed of a broad center over eastern North-Atlantic,
and a somewhat weaker signal over eastern Europe.

2) EOF2 (NAO) : a strong anomaly-center stretching from the Labrador to the Norwegian coast,

covering southern Greenland and Iceland; accompanied to the south-west (east-coast of the

US) and south-east (eastern Europe) by two poles of opposite sign.

3) EÖF3 (A4AT1) : a structure mainly characterized bv a broad and intense cenler over north¬

western Europe.

Stratospheric intrusions tend to form downstream of the Rockies1 and their subsequent develop¬
ment and maturation over North Atlantic and Europe is guided by the phase of the individual

patterns described above. Moreover, consider the dynamical influence of patterns l)-3). In a

strongly positive phase2, 1) the PNA tends to force stratospheric intrusions polewards to arch

anticyclonically south of Greenland and Scandinavia: 2) the NAO tends to produce more of a

zorially-eonfined development of the intrusions along the 5(T parallel (this feature relates to !he

confluence of the nor! hern and southern anomalv-centers); 3) the AIAT results in a systematic

southward/eastward descent of the intrusions toward Europe. Indeed is the MAT phase in¬

dicative of the path that intrusions typically follow, i.e. whether they arch anticyclonically over

eastern Atlantic/Scandinavia ("blocking" situation) or descend right into the heart of Europe.
This in turn has a direct, impact upon the frequency/intensity of wreather-syslems over Europe
(cf. Chap!er 3) and hence upon the precipitation distribution.

lef Fig 5 3 flic east-coast of North America exhibits weak mcmtlih-PY vanancc

Aiegative PV-anomalv oyer eastern Vtlantic
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Fig. 6.1: January m the period [1980-1996] plotted as a function of their PV@320K - meanE0F2

(NAO) and E0F3 (MAT) scores (Section 5.2); as abscissa and oidinatcs axis respectively.

In terms of relevance for the North Atlantic/European sector, the MAT and the NAO are

dominant. In effect a PCA analysis (not shown) of Ihe PAr@320K - mean over the North At¬

lantic/European sec!or alone indicates that the first EOF is the NAO-like pattern (56%), the

second the MAT (24%) and the third the PNA (13%); such thai the MAT/NAO combination

provides the key description to the North Atlantic/European mean flow beyond the classi¬

cal classification typically associated with the NAO alone. The four possible combinations of

the MAT and NAO phases (high MAT-low NAO. high MAT-high NAO, low MAT-high NAO,
low MAT-low NAO) occur in similar frequencies over the [1980-1996] period, however not with

similar amplitudes (Fig. 6.1). In effect the amplitude of the MAT is comparatively small when¬

ever the NAO is in a phase opposite to its (with 1989 an exception). Also these four possible
combinations correspond !o four different upper-tropospheric flow types over the North At¬

lantic/European sector, each of which is likelv to reflect distinctive features of the PV-mean and

PA7-variance fields.

Case studies

By definition, the PV-paltcrn of each single month can be re-created through the joint interpre¬
tation of the EOFs scores. Four illustrative January - 1983. 1984, 1985, and 1992 - are presented

next, each representative of one AIAT/NAO combination type. Particular consideration is given
to the accompanying precipitation intensity and geographical distribution.
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(a) Jamiary 1983 (b) Jamiary 1984 (c) January 1985 (d) January 1992

Fig 6 2 Notlhcm Atlantic/European monthly distribution of P\ at 320 K (upper iow m PAU) \arrance

of PV at 320 K (middle row m PVI) and precrprtation (lower iow m mm/month) for (a) lanuaiv 1983,

(b) Tanuary 1984 (c) lanuaiv 1985 and (d) Januaiy 1992 (rn columns)

lanuaiy 1983, 1984, 1985 1992

These Januaiy-months concspond to (slightly) positive phases of the PNA (1983 being the

highest and 1984 neutral), such that interannual \anations can be attributed to changes m the

MAT/NAO individual components Each coiiesponds to a distinctive lsenfiopic configuration
of the tropopause ([2-3 PVU] band (Fig 6 2) which exhibits

• Tanuary 1983 high NAO, low MAP - a comparatively northwaid orientation towaid south¬

ern Scandinavia This confines tiansient synoptic actrvity to Noifhem Fuiopc and as a

result, piecipitation lo Hie noith of the Alps

• January 1984 high NAO high AÎAT - a straight and zonal oiientation to the heait of

Europe Weathei-systems deyelop along the jet axis, impinge upon the northwaid side of

the Alps, possibly decavmg oi ckyeiopmg into sotondaiv eve loues (eg lec-cyclogenesis) to

the south - leaving a substantial pietipitation lootpimt on both sides of the Alpine ndge

• January 1985 low NAO high AI \T - i shape tint aichs back and elongates o\ci west¬

ern Europe, fa\ oui able to stieimei elongation the generation of southeily flow from the

Mediterranean and in turn southern Alpine piecipitation

» lanuaiy 1992 low NAO low A1AT a shape that extends noith-east to finally arch back

ovei Russia and to some lessei extent southern Em ope Confining weather activity and

piecipitation signatiue to the fai noith and the fai south

Hence each of these lout M VT/NAO tombmations is associated with a difteient pieeipilaiion

type - low mtensilv and exclusively to the noith of the mam Alpine neige (1981) high m-
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tensity on both sides of the main Alpine ridge (1984); intermediate intensity exclusively to the

south (1985); and low intensity far south and far north (1992). Looking at the remaining years,

it appears that the January dynamical setting over North Atlantic/Europe typically oscillate

between the four foredescribed types and that any intermediate composition (e.g. 1981, 1982) is

consistently accompanied by intermediate signals in the precipitation. Moreover it is revealing
to note that the year-categories established here on the objective basis of the MAT/NAO com¬

bination (four squares in Fig. 6.1) and those established in Section 4.2 on the subjective basis

of field-distribution similarities are almost identical. This consistency speaks for the general
relevance of the composite patterns presented in Fig. 1.5 and indicate that they characterize the

dominant types of January weather regimes over the North Atlantic and Europe.

April & October

In April and October, the NAO-like signal is virtually non-existent and the structure of the

North Atlantic/European mean flow is dominated bv the MAT pattern (April EOF2 and Oc¬

tober EOFl of the PV@325K - mean field respectively). In terms of implications upon the

intrusion development, (path and shape), this indicates that intrusions tend to either elongate

mcridionaly from Greenland to Western Europe or arch anticyclonically over Greenland before

possibly heading south towards Europe. Note that the Jamiary zonal type of intrusions devel¬

opment, is hardly expectable. In contrast elongated intrusions (streamers) are typical; they are

advected towards Europe1 with a strong southerly How component, on their eastern side further

accompanied by moisture advection and hence precipitation, dowstream of the intrusion and

south of the Alps (vertical forcing enhanced through orographic influence); even in the case

of a comparatively weak intrusion, significant precipitation may occur provided the lower-level

moisture-aclvecting upper-level induced flow impinges upon t he Alps (orographic forcing as main

vertical forcing component). Hence - and by the virtue of their elongated shape - April and

October intrusions and accompanying weather systems trigger precipitation mostly to the south

of the Alps (this feature is consistent with observed Alpine precipitation patterns compiled by

Frei and Schär 1998).

In contrast to January. April and October upper-tropospheric flow typically oscillate between

two flow regimes (and not four). Again comparisons of the two year-categories established on

the basis of the MAT phase wdth those established ou the basis of field-distribution similarities

(Section 4.2) is rewarding.
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6.2 Monthly precipitation

In Section 5.2, we identified the dominant planetary-scale patterns of upper-tropospheric vari¬

ability (PV-mean and PV-gradient) for the entire North Hemisphere. Here wc investigate the

link between these patterns and those of precipitation variability in the North Atlantic/European
sector. The underlying idea is that whereas the frequency, local ion and intensity of stratospheric
intrusions relate to hemispheric planetary-scale patterns, that of precipitation do no! and can

thus be examined over a restricted area (Pacific precipitation and Atlantic precipitation are

typically not part, of the same physical phcnomcnom, planetary-wave propagation on the other

hand is). Hence a principal component analysis of precipitation in the North Atlantic/European
sector is undertaken and the score time-series of the individual PCAs correlated; in addition the

variance (Section 4.2) of the mean-PV field is analysed. Over the North Atlantic/European
sector we preferably use the variance rather than the gradient (Chapter 5) parameter as an

indicator of the location and intensity of weather-system activity/storm track3.

Pattern linkages are evidenced and as in Section 5.2 the columns m Fig. 6.3 and 6.5 are ar¬

ranged as tripplets of EOFs whose interannual variations arc mos! highly correlated. Again this

selection is supported by a Singular Value Decomposition of pairs of the fields to identify their

statistically coupled patterns of variability. However we indicate below that, each individual

column also resembles a distinct pattern of observed variability.

January

The PNA-like pattern has in the precipitation (EOF3 19%) a west-southeast configuration with

centers affecting the zonal extremes of the Mediterranean axis. A further center is located off the

coast of Norway. The NAO-like pattern is characterized bv a north-south precipitation dipole,
with one pole of high intensity over the North Atlantic/Scandinavia area and the other zonally
spread and weaker over the Mediterranean sea (EOFl 41%); central Europe is located in the

transition zone of the dipole. Note that this precipitation structure is in harmony with obser¬

vations of the NAO-precipitat ion relationship (Hurrell 1995, Lamb and Peppier 1987), it is also

not suggestive of any substantial influence upon central Europe, dire MAT pattern is associated

with an intense anomaly-signal (EOF2 30%) extending south-eastwards from the British Isles

into the heart of Europe.

Hence in considering precipitation variability over Europe, the influence of the NAO-like pat¬
tern - and of the MAT in particular - stands out. To examine the physical reality of these

relationships we compare interannual variations of the NAO and MAT scores with those of

domain-averaged precipitation (CMAP data set. see Section 2.2). Monthly means of precipita¬
tion arc averaged over Europe, subdivided in two distinct areas: ••Scandinavia"4 and "Europe
minus Scandinavia" also referee! to as "mid-Europe" A The comparison (Fig. 6.4) reveals that

whereas the NAO-like signature links with Scandinavian precipitation (r^0.72), it is the MAT

that exhibits a markedly strong correlation (r ~ 0.83) in the remainder of Europe (the correlation

with the NAO-like signature is unsignificant).

'these two fields vielcl features that aie consistent with one another, however the structure of the variance field

is richer, in effect unlike the gradient, the vanance is denved from fire successne analysis of 6-liour isentropic PV

distributions (ECMWF data).

4[57° to 72°N, -il°Wto32°E]

3[36° to 57° N. -11 YA to 32 °E], the domain is also shown m Fig 6 2, lowermost panels
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correlation 0 72

Scandinavian r-reripitition

correlation 0 83
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Fig. 6.4: January 1980-1995 time series of (i) EOF2 scores (PVY>320K - mean) and Scandhravian

precipitation (left panel) and (ii) EOF3 scores (PV©320K - mean ) and mid-European precipitation (right,

panel). The dotted line in the background indicates the EOF scores of the corresponding precipitation

patterns (Fig. 6.3).

From a dynamical standpoint, these relationships can be interpreted as follows : In months

with positive NAO index the axis of maximum moisture-transport is shifted north towards

Scandinavia and precipitation is consistently observed to increase (see also Section 1.L.2). With

regard to the MAT the large-scale deepening of the. tropopause over the North Sea (Fig. 6.3)
connotes large variance from the British Isles to eastern Europe (also decreased activity over

Scandinavia (northern side) that may reinforce or smooth the NAO influence).

The consideration of the PV variance - in addition to the three mean-PV patterns (PNA, NAO
and MAT) provides a valuable insight into the day-to-day weather type associated with them

and thus helps establish a physical link with the precipitation EOF patterns. As an illustration

the MAT is associated with an anomaly in the variance field (EOF2 10%) that extends from

the British Isles into the heart, of Europe and that has consistent implications upon European
precipitation (cf. EOF anomaly in the precipitation field).

April & October

In April (Fig. 6.5). the main contribution to European precipitation variability (EOFl 47%) is

linked to the MAT pattern (EOF2 of PV@325K - mean ). The precipitation anomaly structure is

somewhat different from that of January with a marked maximum south of the Alpine range and

a general orientation more zonal than north-west/south-east. Precipitation signals associated

with EOFl and EOF3 of the PV mean are also present over Europe, however they arc of lesser

intensity and spatial extension, and either centered off Portugal (EOF2 19%) or over southern

France (EOF3 15%).

In October (Fig. 6.5), the main contribution !o European precipitation variability (EOFl 48%)
relates again to the MAT pattern. The structure of this precipitation EOF pattern presents
some specificities though. In contrast to Jamiary for instance where it stretches from Iceland

to central Europe, the main anomaly-center is clearly localized over, and confined io. southern

Europe. Other signals over Europe cover mostly south-western Europe (EOF2 24%) and central

Europe (EOF3 12%). Note also the consistency with the variance patterns.

The plates presented in Figs. 6.3 and 6.5 provide a summary of the relationships and linkages
that exist between the dominant components of Ihe planetary upper-tropospheric flow, weather-

system activity and precipitation. These statistical linkages bear out our previous physical
contention that there exists a strong and meaningful link between large-scale structures of upper-

tropospheric flow and European seasonal weal her.
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Chapter 7

Further Remarks

In this study, key linkages were identified betyveen distinctive synoptic-scale/planetary-scale
structures of upper-tropospheric flow and European weal her types. These results were based

on the use of the PV-perspective and derived from a specific approach that combined the¬

ory, observations, diagnostic analysis and statistical methods. Observations, and theoretical

considerations increased our physical understanding and prompted conceptual hypotheses that

diagnostic and statistical methods helped examine.

In a first step, the link between European weather-svslems and meso-scale structures of upper-

tropospheric flow (i.e. stratospheric intrusions) was established both physically and empirically.
Physically, stratospheric intrusions were related to PY and dynamical features of midlatitude

weather-systems. Empirically, the frequency of occurence of some distinctive stratospheric in¬

trusions over Europe was linked (i) to that of events of heavy precipitation events on the Alpine
southside and (ii) to monthly-means of Alpine precipitation for January/ April/ October in the

period 1980-1995. The unequivocality of this link prompted the developcmcnt of our two-fold

working hypothesis : First sub-synoptic/meso-scale extratropical weather systems are initiated

by the advection of a stratospheric intrusion and second the mean location, frequency and inten¬

sity of these intrusions relate to the planetarv-scale climatic structure of the upper-troposphere.

In a second step, upper-tropospheric variability was examined from both a diagnostic and sta¬

tistical (PCA) approach. Several time- and space-scales were considered (daily/monthly time-

scales; synoptic/planetary scales over North Atlantic/Europe and/or the Northern hemisphere)
and in the process the link was established between variability patterns and European precipita¬
tion for January/ April/ October in 1980-1996. Results showed that beside two well-established

teleconnec! ion patterns that are only present in January (i.e. the PNA and the NAO) the leading
pattern of upper-tropospheric planedary-scale variability corresponds to a Mid-latitude Anomaly
Train (termed MAT) that is present throughout January, April and October. The latter has

a marked center over north-western Europe, conforms with weather-regime classifications, and

exhibits a strong correlation wdth precipitation over the non-Scandinavian part, of Europe (in
January r~0.83). Dvnamical interpréta!ion of the results give evidence of their relevance in

considering European weather regimes, and the intensity/geographical distribution of monthly
precipitation; in this respect the strong influence of the MAT is evidenced. The MAT appears

to the light of the analysis conducted in 1 his study as a robust and dominant component of

atmospheric variability (Secdion 5.2). Aspects of its dvnamical features and seasonal variation

are commented upon next.

65
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7.1 Dynamical features of the MAT

The MAT is composed of an upper-tropospheric anomaly-train of zonal wave number ~ 5-6

confined to mid-la! ittides. Its main centers cover the Gulf of Alaska, central North-America,
the tip of the Newfoundland area, north-western Europe and Siberia; and their organisation

presents features akin to Rossby-wave propagation within a favourable medium. This relates

to the dynamical nature of the tropopause which corresponds, by definition, to the zone of

sharpest isentropic PV gradients (PV-jump) and therefore behaves somewhat, like an clastic

band by virtue of the Rossby-yvave restoring mechanism. Thus any type of (sustained) forcing

acting upon the extra! ropical tropopause is likely to excite some wave-like perturbations (see

e.g. Swanson ct al. 1997). in the case of the MAT, it is a conceivable hypothesis that tropical
and extra-tropical forcing (sec Trenberth 1998b. Held 1983) combine over the Pacific to excite

a strong Rossby-yvave train in the mid-latitude upper-troposphere.

January, April and October MAT patterns share ihe common features described above. How¬

ever the amplitude, shape, and location of the centers substantially vary. Whereas October

features anomaly-centers of comparable shape and amplitude all along the train, January has

two prominent centers - one over the Gulf of Alaska and the other over the North Sea region.
Note that these two areas coincide with the 1 ail-ends of the Pacific and North Atlantic storm

tracks, and that associated heat and momentum fluxes may plav a part, in the prominence of the

two centers. April also bears some difi'erences. the Pacific center is broad and zonally elongated
and although slightly more northern, looks similar to that of the January PNA-likc pattern

(EOFl). Note however that the April center is fuither to Ihe north and east such that, unlike

its January counterpart, virtually covers the Gulf of Alaska. The centers over Europe (i.e. those

that are determinant, for European seasonal weather) are in January and October located over

northern Europe and rather zonally oriented; in April on the other hand the center is shifted

somewhat, south-west with a more meridional axis. The amplitude of the European center is the

strongest in January and the weakest in April.

Factors of seasonal variations of the MAT pattern comprise changes in the (i) forcing and (ii)
the nature of the propagation medium i.e. the zone1 of sharpest PV gradient. It is likely that

the latter varies in conjunction with strong seasonal changes in stratospheric ozone and PV, and

tropospheric thermodynamic properties. Moreover it is conceivable that changes in ozone and

hence PV influence the dynamical (non-linear) behaviour of stratospheric intrusions in particu¬
lar in the fragmentation phase over which the influence of in-situ dynamics is significant, (next,
to large-scale flow deformation; Appenzeller el, al. 1996). In effect strong variations were noted

in the coherency of intrusions from April to October (Section 4.2).

In connection to typical weather situations, the negative phase of ihe MAT (negaiive anomaly
over north-western Europe) can be related to "blocking" over northern Europe, and the Octo¬

ber positive phase1 to the development of precursor-tvpe PV sfiearners, likely in turn to induce

heavy precipitaiion on the Alpine south-side (cf. Section 3.2.1).

In January the influence of the MAT combines with tha! of the NAO and the PNA-like patterns

(Section 6.1). In effect if thev do not determine the frequency of stratospheric intrusions over

the heart of Europe, the NAO and the PNA do determine their geographical path over the North

Atlantic and hence their physical history - shape, orientation, location and thermodynamical

properties: these features in turn influence (i) the geographical distiibution of the precipitation

(e.g. north or south of the Alpine ridge) and (ii) the form of the precipitation (rain vs. snow

related to warm vs. cold air advection).

Jm October, the MAI" is the hist EOF and its structure hay a pamculailv strong west-cast conhgination
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7.2 Some comments on the NAO and the PNA

One notable result of the January PCA (Section 5.2) shows that there is, in the mean tropopause-

hcight, an oscillation whose phase and structure varies in harmony with that of the surface-

pressure defined NAO. In April and October on the oilier hand results indicate that, no NAO-likc

structure can be identified.

For January this result points to the strong vertical coherency of the NAO phenomenon! and

it, is consistent with (and contributes to explain) the jet-stream and storm-track shifts typically
associated with changes in the phase of the NAO. With regard to April and October, the lack

of vertical coherency questions the relevance of considering the (surface) NAO as a dominant

pattern of atmospheric variability i.e. the robustness of the oscillation itself. In effect, although

January and April (or October) surface-pressui e patterns may look somewhat similar over the

North Atlantic, the fact that the corresponding tropopause configuration (and hence accompa¬

nying weather systems) does not, seems inconsistent wdth the idea of the NAO being a significant
modulator of North-Atlantic and European seasonal weather. One relevant, question m this re¬

spect, may be to ask whether surface pressure is the most appropriate dynamical field to examine

the NAO phenomenon!. Surface pressure is bv virtue of it s location equally subject lo oceanic

and atmospheric influences and its distribution yields a smoothed and altered reflection of the

prevailing individual influences. The work conducted in t his study suggests that, in connection

to seasonal wealher other fields could be considered.

With regard to the forcing of the NAO-like tropopause pattern, it, is conceivable in view of

the non-linear nature of the atmosphere that part of the NAO forcing originates in the Pacific

region.

Similarly to the NAO. the PNA-like tropopause pattern only distinctly appears in Jamiary

(Fig. 5.5). It is relevant to note that, its structure over Ihe North Atlantic/European sector

could contribute to the observed underlying surface pressure signal2. In that case, years of say

positive PNA (tropopause uplifting over eastern Nor!h Atlantic) could reinforce the surface pres¬

sure signal of a positive NAO phase. Relationships be!ween ENSO, the PNA and the NAO were

examined in Ihe past, (e.g. Rogers 1984) and one possible prerequisite to such studies may be to

consider dynamical parameters that, reflect each of these atmospheric phenomenon in isolation.

7.3 Discussion

In this study, diagnostic and statistical results collide to validate the underlying working hy¬

pothesis (re-iterated above). Moreover thev point to the physical relevance of the approach used

to perceive atmospheric extra-tropical dynamics.

Comparison of the PV-patterns (e.g. MAT) with teleootmeetion pat!ems identified in the frame¬

work of previous studies for 700-hPa and 500-hPageopoleutial heights (e.g. Wallace and Guntzler

1981, Barnston and Livezey 1987) indicate that no pressure-defined (or geopotential heigh! de¬

fined) pattern exhibits a yvave-train structure similar to, and as robust, as, that of the MAT. This

feature relates to the physical considerations that prompted us to consider PV on a tropopause-

transecting isentropic surface for the analysis\ Indeed this approach appears as most physically

meaningful and the present results show that raw EOF analysis suffices to yield the PNA and

the NAO teleconnection patterns, wdiich in the geopotential field typically require more sophisti¬
cated statistical methods (e.g. rotation of the EOFs). This result implicitly implies that climate

2the density of stratospheric an is lower and so is the SLP underlying a tiopopause deepening

'qudsi-ciifiimpolai band of enhanced PV gradient on the tiopopause-transecting smfaces forms a difitrrrct

wave-guide that influences the nansimssi\it\ and ducting of RosYy wa^cs, sec above
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models need to have high enough a resolution to simulate the evolution of the PV-defined ex¬

tratropical tropopause; indeed can tropopause-level flow be richly structured.

With regard to possible limitations of the results presented in this study, two main issues arise.

First the comparative shortness of the time-period considered [16-17 years] and second the phys¬
ical reality of the statistically-identified patterns; also one may wish for additional statistical

work (e.g. regression or composite analysis). Nevertheless a number of factors lend credence to

the results :

• The approach underlying the study is first physical and second statistical. Physical hypothe¬

ses are first formulated on the basis of our understanding of the atmospheric system and

then tested by means of statistics. Statistical results should - and do corroborate physical

expectations.

• The choice of isentropic PV for the identification of dominant atmospheric patterns also relies

on physical considerations; in effect, it is the PV gradient on isentropic surfaces that provides

the restoring effect, sic. pseudo-elasticity, for the large-scale quasi-steady Rossby waves that

mediate ihe dynamics of téléconnexions.

• Inter-annual variations of the statistical patterns are correlated with those of observation-

derived quantities (e.g. monthly precipitation domain-averages, climatic indices).

• Over 1980-1995, the NP and NAO January-index values quasi-covcr the range of January-

index values over the century (1900-1995). Although statistically indépendant of the MAT,

the PNA and NAO patterns occur in response to the prevailing atmosphere-ocean forcing

and the diversity of the response is likely to reflect that of the forcing combination.

As emphasized by some remarkable atmospheric scientists of the twentieth century (Bjerkness

1904, Bergeron 1959), progress in meterological and climafological research derives from a subtle

and logical combination of observations, theoretical studies, diagnostic analyses, and one could

add now, numerical studies. It, is their interactions that increase our physical understanding of

atmospheric behaviour and in turn open new prospects of predictability or rather, lead to new

concerns of unpredictability.

In a time of apparent, climate change and possibly unprecedented forcing conditions (cf. 1990-

1995 longest ENSO on record, increasing ENSO frequency; Trenberth and Hoar (1996, 1997)),
the need for a deeper understanding of the atmospheric system is more accule than ever. More¬

over the meaningful management of these new climatic constraints goes through the emissions of

reliable seasonal predictions. At the present time, seasonal predictions arc mostly based on sta¬

tistical and numerical methods that are flanked wdth a degree of uncertainty that does not, meet

the requirements of modern society. Whereas clearly useful, and to some measure necessary,

statistical and modelling-derived predictions are not sufficient and theoritical expédions based

on physical understanding should be a prerequesite: yvhenever absent, the prediction reliability

may always be questioned.

In this study, increasing the physical understanding of European seasonal weather was our ob¬

jective. Results show that notwithstanding the high complexify of the Earth system, some of the

physical processes determining the seasonal character of European weather can be identified and

understood if they are viewed from an insightful and physically-meaningful perspective. In this

respect, one hemispheric planetary-scale pattern was identified wdiose understanding in terms of

forcing and controlling factors is required for the future of European seasonal prediction.



Appendix A

North Atlantic-European Monthly Distributions

Monthly distributions for January, April and October in the period 1980-1997. Definitions of

the foregoing PV parameters are given in Sections 3.2.2 and 4.2.
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Appendix B

Northern Hemispheric Monthly Distributions

Definitions for PV -mean and -gradient are given in Chapter 3. For every year the mean field

distribution is sribstractcd to that of the long-term mean (i.e. January 1980-1996, see Fig. 5.3).
Anomaly-fields point to the specifrties of single years.
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